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SUMMARY 
 
Canopy gaps result from the ineffective use of growing space, presence of features (such as rocks) 
prohibiting harvesting operations, and naturally by wind, disease, drought, and fires. Traditionally, 
canopy gaps are detected and interpreted using in situ methods and aerial photography. More 
recently, remote sensing has been utilized for detecting and delineating canopy gaps. However, 
optical remote sensing sensors are limited by their spatial resolution. Light detection and ranging 
(LiDAR) provides new opportunity for canopy gap detection and delineation. 
Literature reveals that no study to date has used LiDAR within an object-based image analysis 
environment (OBIA) to model canopy gaps in South Africa. This research thus aims to investigate 
the utility of LiDAR for modelling forest canopy gaps and use the delineated canopy gaps for 
species modelling within a commercial plantation. The first component evaluated the utility of a 
LiDAR-derived CHM and intensity raster to detect and delineate canopy gaps within a Eucalyptus 
grandis plantation. Canopy gaps were modelled using LiDAR canopy height model (CHM), 
intensity raster, and a combination of CHM and intensity raster. Thematic accuracies were above 
95%, with KHAT values ranging from 0.88 to 0.96. Models were evaluated using an independent 
test set, yielding thematic accuracies above 90%, with KHAT values ranging from 0.82 to 0.91. A 
comparative area-based assessment was undertaken on all three datasets and yielded train 
accuracies ranging from 75% to 95% and test accuracies ranging from 79% to 92%. The combined 
dataset, i.e. CHM and intensity raster yielded the best overall classification results.  
Additionally, delineated canopy gaps were spatially analysed using Getis-Ord Gi* and 
FRAGSTATS. Getis-Ord Gi* results showed spatial clustering of canopy gaps within the 
plantation. Furthermore, FRAGSTATS analysed the spatial characterisation of canopy gaps and 
found varied patch densities (PD) and percentage of landscape (PLAND) occupied by canopy 
gaps. Canopy gaps were found to be generally irregularly shaped within the plantation. The second 
component used delineated canopy gaps and LiDAR-derived intensity and texture features to 
discriminate Eucalyptus grandis and Eucalyptus dunnii using the random forest (RF) algorithm. 
Classification models were built using LiDAR intensity and texture information extracted from 
canopy gaps, and a combination of canopy gaps and forest canopy. Promising results were 
obtained using a combination of intensity and texture features extracted from canopy gaps alone, 
with a train out of bag (OOB) error of 7.89 (KHAT = 0.84) and test accuracy of 90.91% (KHAT 
= 0.81). Improved species discrimination results were obtained using a combination of intensity 
and texture features and a combination of canopy gaps and forest canopy, with a train OOB error 
of 3.66 (KHAT = 0.92) and test accuracy of 94.74% (KHAT = 0.88).  
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The framework developed in this study, i.e. using LiDAR and machine learning, shows promise 
and robustness, and could potentially assist foresters and forest managers in better understanding 
the mechanisms underpinning the formation and distribution of canopy gaps. Additionally, this 
framework shows promise for species discrimination. Therefore, this methodology could 
potentially be operationalised within commercial forestry for timely and accurate canopy gap 
detection and species classification.  
KEY WORDS 
Canopy gaps, LiDAR, OBIA 
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OPSOMMING 
 
Boomkap gapings word veroorsaak deur die ondoeltreffende gebruik van groeiende ruimte, die 
teenwoordigheid van kenmerke (soos rotse) wat oesbedrywighede verbied en natuurlik deur wind, 
siekte, droogte, en brande. Boomkap gapings was tradisioneel opgespoor en geïnterpreteer deur 
veldwerk en lugfotografie. Onlangs is afstandswaarneming aangewend vir die opsporing en 
afbakening van boomkap gapings. Optiese sensors vir afstandswaarneming word beperk deur 
ruimtelike resolusie. Ligopsporing en –verpreiding (LiDAR) bied nuwe geleenthede vir die 
opsporing en afbakening van boomkap gapings. 
Literatuur toon dat geen studie tot dusver LiDAR binne ‘n objekgebaseerde beeldanalise-
omgewing (OBIA) gebruik was om boomkap gapings in Suid-Afrika te modelleer nie. Hierdie 
navorsingsdoel was om  LiDAR te ondersoek vir die modellering van boomkap gapings en gebruik 
die afgebakende boomkap gapings vir spesie modellering binne ‘n kommersiële plantasie. Die 
eerste komponent het ‘n LiDAR-afgeleide boskap hoogte model (CHM) en intensiteit raster 
geëvalueer om boomkap gapings in ‘n Eucalyptus grandis plantasie op te spoor en te delinieer. 
Boomkap gapings is gemodelleer deur LiDAR CHM, intensiteit raster en ‘n kombinasie van CHM 
en intensiteit raster. Tematiese akkuraatheid was bo 95%, met KHAT waardes wat wissel van 0.88 
tot 0.96. Modelle is geëvalueer met behulp van ‘n onafhanklike toetsstel, wat tematiese 
akkuraatheid bo 90% lewer, met KHAT waardes tussen 0.82 en 0.91. ‘n Vergelykende area-
gebaseerde assessering is onderneem op al drie datastelle en het oplei akkuraathede opgelewer, 
wat wissel van 75% tot 95% en toets akkuraathede wat wissel van 79% tot 92%. Die 
gekombineerde dataset, d.w.s. CHM en intensiteit raster het die beste algehele klassifikasie 
resultate behaal. 
Verder is afgebakende boomkap gapings ruimtelik ontleed met Getis-Ord Gi* en FRAGSTATS. 
Getis-Ord Gi* resultate het ruimtelike groepering van boomkap gapings in die plantasie getoon. 
Gevolglik het FRAGSTATS die ruimtelike karakterisering van boomkap gapings ontleed en 
gevarieerde pleisterdigtheid (PD) en persentasie landskap (PLAND) aangetref. Daar was gevind 
dat boomkap gapings in die plasie onreëlmatige vorme het. Die tweede komponent gebruik 
afgebakende boomkap gapings en LiDAR-afgeleide intensiteit en tekstuur-eienskappe om 
Eucalyptus grandis en Eucalyptus dunnii te onderskei deur die ewekansige woud (RF) algoritme 
te gebruik. Sistematiek modelle is gebou met behulp van LiDAR-intensiteit en tekstuur inligting 
wat uit boomkap gapings uigetrek is en ‘n kombinasie van boomkap gapings en boskap. 
Belowende resultate is verkry deur die kombinasie van intensiteit en tekstuur eienskappe net uit 
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boskap gapings te onttrek, met ‘n oplei uit sak (OOB) fout van 7.89 (KHAT = 0.84) en toets 
akkuraatheid van 90.91% (KHAT = 0.81). Verbeterde spesies diskriminasie resultate is verkry 
deur ‘n kombinasie van intensiteit en tekstuur informasie en ‘n kombinasie van boskap gapings en 
boskap met ‘n oplei OOB fout van 3.66 (KHAT = 0.92) en ‘n toets akkuraatheid van 94.74% 
(KHAT = 0.88). 
Die raamwerk wat in hierdie studie ontwikkel is, naamlik die gebruik van LiDAR en masjienleer, 
toon robuustheid en kan bosbouers en bosbestuurders potensieel help om die vorming en 
verspreiding van boskap gapings te verstaan. Daarbenewens het hierdie raamwerk belofte vir 
spesies diskriminasie. Daarom kan hierdie metodologie moontlik binne die kommersiële bosbou 
aangewend word vir tydige en akkurate boskap gaping en spesies-klassifikasie. 
TREFWOORDE 
Boomkap gapings, LiDAR, OBIA  
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 COMMERCIAL FORESTRY 
Trees are vital resources for our planet and play an important function in ensuring the 
habitability thereof.  Trees and forests can be seen as the lungs of the planet, thus allowing the 
earth to breathe and maintain oxygen balances. Accordingly, life as we know it would not be 
possible without the precious natural element (Bredenkamp and Upfold 2012). In South Africa, 
it is particularly important to preserve and nurture forested areas which endure the semi-arid 
climate although it is a sparsely treed country (forests utilize only 1.9% of the total land mass) 
(Bredenkamp and Upfold 2012).  
However, the commercial forestry industry provides various job opportunities (employed 
approximately 75 000 people directly and 500 000 indirectly in 2001) while growing South 
Africa’s foreign exchange markets (Tewari 2001). Economically, the growth of the industry is 
excellent, and wood demand is expected to increase two-fold. South Africa also has a strategic 
advantage to other global players in the forestry industry as it is one of the world’s leaders in 
pulp and paper technology (Tewari 2001; Roberts et al. 2007; Bredenkamp and Upfold 2012). 
In terms of profit, foreign exchange and employment, the South African forestry sector has 
been especially successful (Tewari 2001). Conversely, the environment has sustained a lot of 
damage in pursuit of these goals, whereby there is land-degradation, reduction in water 
resources, loss of biodiversity, a decline of scenic beauty and habitat destruction of many 
animals (Tewari 2001). 
Eucalyptus is grown in commercial plantations in many regions around the world, including 
the northern and southern hemisphere (Hunter et al. 2004). In South Africa, Eucalyptus 
occupies 48% of commercial hardwoods (DAFF 2012). The fast growth rate and high value 
timber makes Eucalyptus particularly attractive in producing raw material for pulp, paper and 
other wood products (Sappi 2017). Eucalyptus species utilized in commercial forestry include, 
but are not limited to, E. grandis, E. dunnii, and E. smithii. Both E. grandis and E. smithii have 
high growth rates, while E. dunnii have a more moderate growth rate. The likelihood of having 
defects is higher for E. Smithii, while E. dunnii has less likelihood of defects, and E. grandis 
has the least likelihood of having defects (Sappi 2017). 
Commercial forestry within South Africa is mainly found within Mpumalanga and KwaZulu-
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Natal provinces and occupies approximately 1% of the national land cover (Peerbhay et al. 
2013). Economically and from a forest resource management perspective, it is important to 
have accurate information relating to the condition and distribution of forested areas (Peerbhay 
et al. 2013).  
1.2 RESEARCH MOTIVATION 
Remote sensing has revolutionised forest monitoring and management practices, while 
providing benefits over aerial image interpretation and in situ field surveys. However, remote 
sensing should not be seen as a method to replace field surveys; rather, they should be used in 
a complementary way (Suárez et al. 2005).  Remote sensing is building upon and improving 
traditional methods, whereby satellite imagery provides a synoptic perspective over larger 
areas with more frequent revisit times. For forest inventory, this technology enables the 
retrieval of forest attributes of interest at varying accuracies; additionally, methods are 
becoming more cost effective (Kӧhl et al. 2006). In recent decades, remote sensing has been 
effectively used to map forested areas (Ke et al. 2010). Forest species mapping, as well as forest 
disturbance mapping, have been undertaken using medium spatial resolution sensors (Ke et al. 
2010; Malahlela et al. 2014). However, medium spatial resolution sensors are limited to 
distinguishing forest species at a regional scale. At a finer scale, the potential for inaccuracies 
with the use of medium resolution sensors increases (Ke et al. 2010). Similarly, for forest 
disturbance detection, medium spatial resolution sensors are not able to accurately delineate 
smaller forest gaps (Malahlela et al. 2014).   
High spatial resolution sensors are capable of detecting individual trees and smaller forest 
disturbances (Xie et al. 2008; Ke et al. 2010). These sensors do, however, have limitations i.e. 
high spatial resolution sensors detect variable spectral reflectance within forest stands 
comprised of individual tree species (Ke et al. 2010; Malahlela et al. 2014). This results in salt-
and-pepper noise in the resulting classification (Ke et al. 2010). Shadows are particularly 
problematic for forest gap mapping (Hunter et al. 2015). 
Light detecting and ranging (LiDAR) overcomes the difficulties faced by passive sensors 
through multiple laser ranging measurements per m2 square meter and the ability to generate 
forest structures both horizontally and vertically (Gaulton and Malthus 2010). Additionally, 
LiDAR can capture imagery independent of solar illumination (Lillesand et al. 2008). 
Subsequently, a number of studies have utilized LiDAR for forest species mapping and forest 
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disturbance detection (Korpela et al. 2010; Gaulton and Malthus 2010; Heinzel and Kock 2011; 
Li et al. 2013a; Bonnet et al. 2015; Hunter et. al 2015). 
1.3 RESEARCH AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
The overarching aim of the research was to investigate the utility of LiDAR for modelling 
forest canopy gaps and use the delineated canopy gaps for species modelling within a 
commercial plantation.  
The specific objectives of the research were to: 
1. Detect and delineate forest canopy gaps using a canopy height model (CHM) and 
intensity raster within an object-based image analysis (OBIA) environment. 
Additionally, canopy gaps were spatially characterised using Getis-Ord Gi* and 
FRAGSTATS. 
2. Investigate the utility of canopy gap, and LiDAR-derived intensity and texture features, 
for discriminating Eucalyptus grandis and Eucalyptus dunnii using the random forest 
classifier.  
1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
The research is quantitative in nature and utilizes remote sensing, specifically LiDAR for 
identifying, quantifying, and spatially characterising canopy gaps and investigates whether 
canopy gaps can be utilized for species classification. Statistical accuracy measures are 
employed to evaluate the performance of the methodologies presented in chapters 3 and 4. The 
methodology and flow of the research is presented in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1 Research methodology. 
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1.5 STRUCTURE OF THESIS 
Chapter 1 introduces the research and provides the research motivation, the overarching aim 
and objectives of the study as well as the research methodology. Chapter 2 contains an in-depth 
literature review of the relevant concepts and related work. Chapter 3 explains the 
methodological approach and results of the first research output of the thesis. This chapter 
specifically focuses on modelling forest canopy gaps using a LiDAR-derived CHM and 
intensity raster. Further, Getis-Ord Gi* and FRAGSTATS have been used to spatially analyse 
canopy gaps. Chapter 4 explains the methodological approach and results of the second 
research output of the thesis. Chapter 4 focuses on species classification using canopy gaps and 
a random forest classifier. LiDAR intensity and texture metrics have been generated to assist 
in species discrimination. The final chapter, Chapter 5, is the synthesis chapter. Here the 
research aim and objectives are revisited; the strengths, weaknesses, and limitations of the 
research are discussed as well as the operational potential of the techniques. Additionally, 
recommendations are made for future research and final concluding remarks. 
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CHAPTER 2:  REMOTE SENSING FOR COMMERCIAL 
FORESTRY 
This chapter provides a brief overview of remote sensing and its applicability within 
commercial forestry. Having knowledge of how remote sensing operates and the varying forms 
thereof is important in understanding the applicability of remote sensing in different domains. 
Two main research applications of remote sensing are discussed below, with relevant literature 
cited. Firstly, a brief overview of remote sensing and remote sensing data processing is 
provided. Secondly the applicability of remote sensing for canopy gap delineation and forest 
species mapping is discussed. 
2.1 REMOTE SENSING  
Remote sensing is the practice of obtaining information about the surface of the Earth without 
being in contact with the surface (Lillesand et al. 2008; Chuvieco and Huete 2010; Jensen 
2015). Information can be collected using sensors mounted to an aircraft or satellites (Lillesand 
et al. 2008; Jensen 2015). Remote sensing includes data acquisition, image processing, image 
interpretation and subsequent image analysis (Chuvieco and Huete 2010). Information can be 
captured using a variety of sensors i.e. airborne, ground based, space-borne and radar sensors 
(Chuvieco and Huete 2010; Jensen 2015). In remote sensing, it is important to understand how 
electromagnetic energy interacts with a feature on the earth’s surface. Having this knowledge 
enables the extraction of specific information from surface features using remote sensing 
(Chuvieco and Huete 2010).    
Two primary forms of remote sensing sensors exist, these are passive and active sensors. A 
distinction can be made between passive and active remote sensing systems or sensors. Passive 
sensors capture information using solar illumination or energy emitted from the Earth’s surface 
(Chuvieco and Huete 2010; Erdle et al. 2011). In contrast, active sensors generate their own 
energy to acquire information (Erdle et al. 2011). Since passive sensors do not generate their 
own energy and are dependent on solar illumination, their operational use is limited to the time 
of day and weather conditions (Fitzgerald 2010). Passive sensors include aerial photography 
and satellite electro-optical scanners (i.e. cross-track and along-track scanners) (Chuvieco and 
Huete 2010). Examples of active remote sensing systems include: synthetic aperture radar 
(SAR), light detection and ranging (LiDAR), sound navigation, and ranging (SONAR) 
(Baghdadi et al. 2008; Mallet and Bretar 2009; Lillesand et al. 2008; Jensen 2015). 
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LiDAR sensors use lasers (light amplified by stimulated emission of radiation) to generate a 
form of light and measure the time it takes the emitted signal to return back to the sensor (Evans 
et al. 2009; NOAA 2012). LiDAR sensors can be mounted to an aircraft (Figure 2-1), can be 
satellite-based or, ground-based (Popescu et al. 2011). These sensors are particularly valuable 
due to their capability to compare characteristics of transmitted energy with the returned signal 
(Lefsky et al. 2002; Lillesand et al. 2008; Jensen 2015). The timing of pulses, wavelengths, 
and angles of signals can be assessed. Using this information, a target’s structural 
characteristics can be assessed, but this cannot be achieved using passive sensors (Lillesand et 
al. 2008).  
LiDAR sensors contain three main components: an inertial measurement unit, a global 
positioning system (GPS) and accuracy clocks (Reutebuch et al. 2005). An inertial 
measurement unit is used accurately to control aircraft orientation (i.e. roll, pitch, and yaw). A 
GPS takes accurate readings of a location, and very accurate clocks are used to acquire precise 
timing of pulses. LiDAR sensors are also capable of generating approximately 150 000 pulses 
per second, thus resulting in a dense collection of data, which is sometimes referred to as a 
point cloud (NOAA 2012).  
A distinction can be made between small-footprint or large-footprint LiDAR systems (Popescu 
et al. 2011; Mallet and Bretar 2009). Small-footprint LiDAR illuminates an area of around 
0.30m or less, while large-footprint sensors might observe areas of 5m and more (Reutebuch 
et al. 2005; Hyyppä et al. 2008; Wagner 2010; Mallet and Bretar 2009). The former sensor uses 
pulsed lasers to generate high-density data (Mallet and Bretar 2009). Large-footprint LiDAR 
sensors use continuous wave lasers to transmit energy to the Earth’s surface and receive a 
maximum of five returns for each pulse (Chuvieco and Huete 2010).        
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Source: Reutebuch et al. (2005)      
Figure 2-1 Airborne LiDAR.    
2.2 REMOTE SENSING DATA PROCESSING 
2.2.1 LiDAR processing 
A single transmitted LiDAR signal can return one or multiple return signals (Wagner 2010; 
Wulder et al. 2012; Jensen 2015). When a transmitted signal interacts with bare ground, one 
signal is generally returned. However, when a signal interacts with, for example, a tree, 
multiple backscattered signals will return to the sensor (Jensen 2015). One signal might 
backscatter from the top branch, another from a lower branch, and a final from the ground next 
to the tree. In this case, the backscattered signal from the top tree branch will reach the sensor 
first (known as the 1st return), followed by the signal backscattered from a lower tree branch 
(i.e. the 2nd return), and lastly, the signal from the ground next to the tree (i.e. the last return). 
Some sensors are even capable of capturing around five and more returns per emitted signal 
(Lillesand et al. 2008; NOAA 2012). Furthermore, LiDAR sensors also capture intensity 
information, where intensity is measured as the return strength of signals as it interacts with 
surface features (Yunfei et al. 2008; Maltamo et al. 2014). 
After LiDAR data has been separated into various returns, the location information validated, 
and noise removed, it is subsequently stored as X, Y, Z points (Lillesand et al. 2008). Multiple 
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LiDAR returns can be separated into ground and non-ground returns that can be used to 
generate digital elevation models (DEM) (Evans et al. 2009; Tinkham et al. 2011). A DEM can 
further be separated into a digital surface model (DSM) and a digital terrain model (DTM). A 
DSM represents surface features, whereas a digital terrain model (DTM) represents the bare 
surface of the Earth (Figure 2-2) (Brovelli et al. 2004; Jensen 2015). Within forested areas, a 
DTM can be subtracted from a DSM to produce a canopy height model (CHM), where a CHM 
indicates the height of forest canopy (Räsänen et al. 2014). 
A LiDAR generated DSM and DTM have several advantages (Priestnall et al. 2000; St-Onge 
et al. 2004), namely: 
 LiDAR generates highly accurate DSMs and DTMs; 
 cost effective elevation model generation; and 
 large density of points that enable accurate representation of surface features. 
 
         Source: Sing (2013) 
Figure 2-2 LIDAR DTM and DSM. 
          
2.2.2 GEOBIA 
Prior to the availability of the first software package for geographic image object-based image 
analysis (GEOBIA) around the year 2000, pixel-based image classification was the 
predominant remote sensing image classification approach (Blaschke et al. 2014). Pixel-based 
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image classification is the process of assigning pixels of a feature to a specific class i.e. forests 
or water bodies (Rahman and Saha 2008; Liu and Xia 2010). GEOBIA (or OBIA) involves 
aggregating pixels into objects prior to undertaking segmentation and subsequent classification 
(Navulur 2007; Liu and Xia 2010). An object can be defined as an image entity or scene 
component that can be distinguished from other entities within an image (Blaschke et al. 2014). 
Although traditional pixel-based image analysis still provides accurate results, using OBIA 
features can be discriminated using additional information compared with pixel-based 
approaches (Navulur 2007; Rahman and Saha 2008; Blaschke 2010; Blaschke et al. 2014): 
 A variety of spectral properties can be utilized to characterise an object using OBIA, 
such as mean and standard deviation; and 
 In addition to spectral information, various other properties of objects can be exploited, 
such as shape (i.e. area, width, or length), texture, and contextual information (i.e. 
relationship to neighbour objects). 
Segmentation is vital step of OBIA and consists of varying methods undertaken prior to 
classification (Navulur 2007; Rahman and Saha 2008; Drăguţ et al. 2010). Segmentation is the 
process of aggregating pixels into homogenous regions, called objects, based on shape or 
spectral information (Drăguţ et al. 2010). There are various segmentation methods available. 
The popular and widely used method is multiresolution image segmentation (MRS). 
Initially MRS considers each pixel to be a unique object. Subsequently, neighbouring objects 
are merged and form larger objects based on some homogeneity criteria (Rahman and Saha 
2008). Objects continue merging to form larger objects until the homogeneity criteria is 
exceeded (Baatz and Schäpe 2000). A user-defined scale parameter contributes to the 
homogeneity criteria (Rahman and Saha 2008). The scale parameter determines the size of 
objects i.e. the larger the scale parameter, the more merging is allowed, thus resulting in larger 
objects (Drăguţ et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2011b). Furthermore, colour and shape also contribute 
to the homogeneity criteria. Shape also consists of smoothness and compactness (Rahman and 
Saha 2008). The larger the influence of colour, the smaller the influence of shape on resulting 
objects. Similarly, the user can determine whether resulting objects will be more compact or 
smooth (Drăguţ et al. 2010). 
After segmentation, objects can be discriminated using classification by utilizing various object 
features such as colour, shape, or texture (Gehler and Nowozin 2009). Texture describes the 
variations of grey tone within objects (Haralick et al. 1973). Within OBIA, texture measures 
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are largely calculated using a grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) and a grey-level 
difference vector (GLDV) (Kim et al. 2011b). The GLCM is a matrix that indicates the 
probability or number of times combinations of object grey values are found at a specific 
distance and direction, whereas GLDV are the diagonals of GLCM (Mhangara and Odindi 
2013). Various summary statistics can be calculated for both GLCM and GLDV, such as 
GLCM homogeneity, GLCM mean, GLCM standard deviation, GLDV entropy and GLDV 
mean (Mhangara and Odindi 2013).  
2.2.3 Statistical analysis using Ensemble classifiers 
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in ensemble classifiers (Miao et al. 2012; 
Rodriguez-Galiano et al. 2012; Belgiu and Drăguţ 2016). Ensemble classifiers use one or more 
base classifiers to train many more classifiers (Belgiu and Drăguţ 2016). Various classifiers are 
combined or aggregated using various methods such as voting (Oza and Tumer 2008). 
Classifiers are trained using bagging, boosting or different variations thereof (Belgiu and 
Drăguţ 2016). A common distinction between bagging and boosting is that in bagging, a 
random subset of the total number of training samples is used to train the classifier, whereas 
boosting uses all samples iteratively to train the classifier (Miao et al. 2012; Belgiu and Drăguţ 
2016). Due to the utilization of multiple classifiers in ensembles, an increase in accuracy has 
been reported compared to more traditional unsupervised and supervised classifiers (Kotsiantis 
2011; Rodriguez-Galiano et al. 2012).  
A random forest (RF) (Breiman 2001) is an extension of bagging ensemble that combines many 
tree predictors and randomly selects a subset of trees at each node split (Breiman 2001; Chehata 
et al. 2009; Miao et al. 2012; Shataee et al. 2012). RF has been reported to obtain improved 
classification accuracies and is also capable to outperform various classifiers (Liaw and Wiener 
2002; Yang et al. 2014; Abdollahnejad et al. 2017; Odindi et al. 2016; Riley et al. 2016). RF 
includes a set of decision trees based on a bootstrap sample of the data. After selecting the 
bootstrap sample (referred to as ntree), each bootstrap sample grows unpruned classification 
trees. Thereafter, a random sample of predictors (mtry) are chosen at each node. Finally, a 
majority vote is used and aggregates predictions of ntree trees (Liaw and Wiener 2002; Odindi 
et al. 2016). Several advantages of random forests can be noted such as computationally 
efficiency of the algorithm as well as being robust against over-fitting and noise (Liaw and 
Wiener 2002; Poona and Ismail 2014).  
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Ensemble learning, specifically RF, has been reported in a number of studies using LiDAR 
data for varying applications such as urban area classification, 3D power-line scene modelling, 
and landslide detection (Chehata et al. 2009; Kim and Sohn 2010; Chen et al. 2014). The 
combination of RF and LiDAR has also been utilized in forestry applications (Falkowski et al. 
2009; Korpela et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2014; Cao et al. 2016). For example, Falkowski et al. (2009) 
classified six forest developmental stages using RF in Northern Idaho, USA. Thirty-four 
LiDAR height metrics were used to distinguish between open stem exclusion, stand initiation, 
understory initiation, young multistory, mature multistory and old multistory. Using height 
information, the authors obtained an overall accuracy of 95.54% and KHAT of 93.48. 
2.3 FOREST MONITORING USING REMOTE SENSING  
Information is a vital component in any decision-making process, and information relating to 
forestry is no exception (Kangas and Maltamo 2006). Information relating to the extent, 
quantity and conditions of forests is beneficial to forest planning and policy-making 
(Reutebuch et al. 2005; Kangas and Maltamo 2006; Kӧhl al. 2006). Remote sensing is 
particularly valuable for forestry in this regard (Kӧhl et al. 2006). Remote sensing is capable 
of obtaining information about a large area instantly (Kӧhl et al. 2006).  Additionally, remote 
sensing enables fast retrieval of forest attributes, assists in harvest planning, assesses forest 
health and forest productivity, open area management, canopy gap delineation, forest species 
mapping, and decision support applications (Roberts et al. 2007; Bredenkamp and Upfold 
2012). However, remote sensing should not be seen as a method to replace field surveys but 
should be used in a complementary manner (Suárez et al. 2005). Field data are important to 
validate remote sensing data; similarly, remote sensing data can be used to add value to field 
surveys (Suárez et al. 2005). 
2.3.1 Detecting and delineating canopy gaps using remote sensing 
In the past, the main concern of many foresters was timber production above all else, with 
minimal regard to the environment. This has led to disturbances in forest canopies, resulting in 
forests with simplified structures, age distribution and species composition (Schliemann and 
Bockheim 2011). Recently, forestry practices have shifted from a primarily timber production 
goal to one that has a greater concern for biodiversity preservation and ecosystem functioning. 
This shift entails implementing cutting practices that mimic natural disturbances (Schliemann 
and Bockheim 2011; Muscolo et al. 2014; Fox et al. 2000). A number of authors have reported 
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the benefit of implementing cutting practices that mimic natural disturbances (Fox et al. 2000; 
Schliemann and Bockheim 2011; Muscolo et al. 2014). This approach produces sufficient 
harvest yield while restoring forests more naturally (Schliemann and Bockheim 2011). 
Additionally, canopy gaps have been reported to modify micro-climatic conditions, increase 
plant diversity and allow regeneration due to light penetrating these openings (Koukoulas and 
Blackburn 2004; Gaulton and Malthus 2010; Bonnet et al. 2015; Hunter et al. 2015).  
Canopy gaps can occur in both natural and commercial forests. The most popular definition of 
a canopy gap is defined by Brokaw (1982) as a hole in a forested area reaching an average 
height of about 2m. Canopy gaps can be naturally caused by small-scale disturbances such as 
the death of one or more trees to larger scale disturbances caused by fires, wind storms, pests, 
drought or snow (Muscolo et al. 2014). Canopy gaps can also be caused by artificial 
disturbances, for example, selective harvesting operations (Malahlela et al. 2014). In man-made 
canopy gaps, the stumps of trees are often still intact, whereas in naturally created canopy gaps, 
fallen trees may still remain in the gap (Schliemann and Bockheim 2011). Furthermore, canopy 
gaps can be bare or contain low vegetation (Dietze and Clark 2008) (Figure 2-3). 
 
Figure 2-3 Canopy gap with low vegetation. 
        
Traditionally, canopy gaps were detected and interpreted using ground surveys and aerial 
photography (Fox et al. 2000). Manual interpretation of canopy gaps involves time consuming 
and laborious field work (Malahlela et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2015).  Ground surveys of canopy 
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gaps can be done using transects i.e. 25m transects as used by Fox et al. (2000). Using aerial 
photography has been reported to detect canopy gaps with sufficient accuracy (Fox et al. 2000).  
Remote sensing is a valuable alternative to field based canopy gap detection methods and can 
also detect canopy gaps with improved accuracy (Lippitt et al. 2008; Malahlela et al. 2014; 
Zielewska-Büttner et al. 2016). Canopy gaps have been delineated with efficient accuracy 
using both pixel- and object-based approaches with passive sensors (Lippitt et al. 2008; 
Garbarino et al. 2012; Malahlela et al. 2014; Zielewska-Büttner et al. 2016; Einzmann et al. 
2017).  Garbarino et al. (2012) used Kompsat-2 to delineate canopy gaps in Lom forest reserve 
in the Dinaric Alps in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Using a pixel-based approach, a Neural Gas 
unsupervised classifier and five spectral bands (blue, green, red, NIR, and NDVI), the authors 
achieved an overall classification of 82%.  
Similarly, Zielewska-Büttner et al. (2016) used a pixel-based approach and obtained accuracies 
as high as 90% and KHAT ranging between 0.66 and 0.88 for canopy gap delineation in the 
Northern Black Forest, Southwestern Germany. Zielewska-Büttner et al. (2016) defined 
canopy gaps having a minimum opening of 10m2 and maximum height of 2m. Canopy gaps 
were delineated on a CHM generated from stereo aerial imagery.           
Object-based approaches to map canopy gaps have been undertaken by Malahlela et al. (2014) 
and Einzmann et al. (2017). Malahlela et al. (2014) used WorldView-2 to map canopy gaps in 
a coastal forest near St. Lucia, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. The authors used multiresolution 
segmentation and six vegetation indices to discriminate between four canopy gap classes (i.e. 
bare gaps, vegetated gaps, shadow gaps, and others). Indices used include: modified plant 
senescence reflectance index, normalized pigment chlorophyll index, red edge normalized 
difference vegetation index, yellow index, near infrared normalized vegetation index and 
yellow normalized difference vegetation. 
Einzmann et al. (2017) detected canopy gaps in two study areas, Munich South and Landsberg, 
both located near Munich, Germany. The authors used a RapidEye dataset to calculate 175 
input features prior to object-based classification. These features include spectral, vegetation, 
texture and statistical features. The authors used a large-scale mean shift segmentation prior to 
an RF classifier. Malahlela et al. (2014) and Einzmann et al. (2017) obtained efficient 
accuracies using OBIA ranging from 93% to 96%. Additionally, Malahlela et al. (2014) 
compared pixel-based with object-based classification and found the latter to yield more 
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satisfactory results.                        
Although high accuracies have been reported with passive remote sensing sensors, various 
limitations have been reported. Some of these include saturation of the visible-near infrared 
signal in dense vegetation as well as the presence of shadows (Malahlela et al. 2014; Hunter et 
al. 2015; Yang et al. 2015). LiDAR sensors can be used to overcome these limitations by 
generating accurate height information (Koukoulas and Blackburn 2004; Malahlela et al. 2014; 
Hunter et al. 2015). 
Gaulton and Malthus (2010) compared pixel-based canopy gap delineation using a LiDAR 
point cloud method with a LiDAR-derived CHM. The authors reported an increase in accuracy 
using the point cloud approach with an overall accuracy of 78.20% compared to an 74.50% 
overall accuracy obtained using a CHM. Despite the increase in accuracy of the point cloud 
approach, canopy gap delineation using the CHM was found to be less computationally 
intensive (Gaulton and Malthus 2010; Bonnet et al. 2015). Use of a LiDAR-derived CHM in a 
OBIA environment for canopy gap delineation was tested by Vepakomma et al. (2008) and 
Bonnet et al. (2015). 
Using a region grow segmentation algorithm, Vepakomma et al. (2008) delineated canopy gaps 
in Lake Duparquet Teaching and Research Forest, Canada. Bonnet et al. (2015) used the 
following criteria for canopy gap delineation in Wallonia, Belgium: a canopy gap must have a 
minimum area of 50m2, minimum width of 2m, and maximum height of 3m. Using this criteria, 
Bonnet et al. (2015) tested three mapping methods i.e. threshold, pixel-based, and object-based 
supervised classification using multiresolution classification. Both Vepakomma et al. (2008) 
and Bonnet et al. (2015) obtained sufficient accuracies for object-based canopy gap delineation, 
with overall accuracies above 79%.   
According to literature, LiDAR is effective for delineating and mapping canopy gaps, while 
avoiding the effects of shadows and saturation of signal in dense vegetation. Using a 
combination of LiDAR and OBIA has been reported to obtain improved canopy gap mapping 
accuracies (Vepakomma et al. 2008; Bonnet et al. 2015). However, limited literature was found 
on canopy gap mapping in South Africa. Subsequently, Chapter 3 documents canopy gap 
mapping using both LiDAR and OBIA in a commercial forest in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.   
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2.3.2 Forest species discrimination using remote sensing 
The ability to model forest species are important for a number of reasons. These include 
identifying the impacts of forest disease and pathogens, ensuring the optimal growth and 
productivity of commercial species by matching the traits of species to specific climatic and 
environment conditions, disturbance detection, as well as creating species-specific growth and 
yield models or treatment schedules (Wilson et al. 2012; Peerbhay et al. 2013; Maltamo et al. 
2014). Additionally, forest species discrimination is important for mapping species diversity in 
habitat modelling and management decision-making (Immitzer et al. 2012). 
Field observations, periodic surveys and aerial photography are traditional approaches to 
acquire forest species information (Peerbhay et al. 2013). Forest stands were manually 
delineated using aerial photographs (Van Coillie et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2009a). This is a 
laborious process of classifying forest types (Kim et al. 2009a). In addition to the laborious 
manual process of delineating forest stands, traditional field surveys and aerial observation 
techniques are also substantially time consuming and costly (Van Coillie et al. 2007; Immitzer 
et al. 2012; Peerbhay et al. 2013). Despite these obstacles, a number of studies have reported 
satisfactory results using aerial photography for forest species mapping (Aldred and Hall 1975; 
Meyer et al. 1996; Key et al. 2001; Olofsson et al. 2006).  
As early as in 1975, Aldred and Hall (1975) achieved efficient accuracies for delineating 
balsam fire, white spruce, red pine, white pine, and jack pine tree species using large-scale 
photos in western Quebec, north of Maniwaki. The authors used two main methods for species 
discrimination. Firstly, forest plot boundaries were delineated. Thereafter, random plots were 
selected while trees above 10m were manually numbered and classified based on specific 
species attributes. The authors reported accuracies of approximately 90%.  
Meyer et al. (1996) utilized colour infrared-aerial imagery to map Spruce, Pines, Fir, and Beech 
in Canton of Aargau, Switzerland. The authors utilized two classifiers i.e. maximum likelihood 
and parallelepiped classifiers on two datasets. This was undertaken on the original three 
spectral bands as well as on a modified six image band dataset. Features or bands in the latter 
dataset included: the original three image bands (i.e. green, red, and infrared), brightness, 
texture, and a 5x5 centre-weighted low pass filter feature. Tree species classification using 
parallelepiped image classification procedure reported an improved accuracy compared with 
maximum likelihood with an overall accuracy of 87%. Olofsson et al. (2006) also used aerial 
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imagery for species discrimination. Olofsson et al. (2006) obtained a slight improvement in 
accuracy compared with the results of Meyer et al. (1996). The authors reported an overall 
accuracy of 89% using discriminant analysis to model scots pine, Norway spruce and 
deciduous trees in Remningstorp estate in south-western Sweden.  
In addition to spectral information of aerial photographs, Key et al. (2001) utilized a multi-
temporal dataset to discriminate four deciduous tree species in West Virginia, USA. These 
species include: yellow poplar, white oak, red oak, and red maple. By using multi-temporal 
data, a large number of features were included in the classification. An overall classification 
accuracy of 74% was obtained using the maximum likelihood classification. Despite the 
increased number of features, Key et al. (2001), Meyer et al. (1996), and Olofsson et al. (2006) 
obtained improved results using a smaller number of features.  
The advent of advanced satellite and airborne sensors has improved the efficiency of forest 
species discrimination (Immitzer et al.  2012; Maltamo et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016). Using 
the RF classifier to delineate ten tree species in Austria was undertaken by Immitzer et al. 
(2012). An overall accuracy of 82% was obtained using WorldView-2 to discriminate forest 
species using spectral information. In KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, Odindi et al. (2016) 
utilized RapidEye imagery in combination with a RF classifier for alien and indigenous 
vegetation mapping. Dominant species were discriminated, with accuracies ranging between 
68% and 80%. Yang et al. (2014) also used RapidEye imagery for species mapping by utilizing 
RF and support vector machines (SVM). The authors reported that RF outperformed SVM. 
More recently, Abdollahnejad et al. (2017) used Quickbird imagery to delineate forest species 
using a combination of classifiers. Similar to the findings of Yang et al. (2014), Abdollahnejad 
et al. (2017) also reported RF as having outperformed SVM and k-nearest neighbour for species 
discrimination, with an overall accuracy of 63.85%.  
According to Wolter and Townsend (2011), pixels have difficulty discriminating forest species, 
particularly for high spatial resolution passive sensors. The advent of airborne LiDAR has been 
described as a valuable addition for forest species discrimination (Ørka et al. 2009; Korpela et 
al. 2010; Maltamo et al. 2014). More specifically, LiDAR-derived height and intensity 
information can be beneficial for species classification (Ørka et al. 2009). Subsequently, 
several studies have explored LiDAR for forest species mapping. See for example, Donoghue 
et al. (2007), Reitberger et al. (2008), Säynäjoki et al. (2008), Wagner et al. (2008), Korpela et 
al. (2010), van Leeuwen and Nieuwenhuis (2010), Zhao et al. (2011), Simonson et al. (2012), 
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Li et al. (2013a), and Maltamo et al. (2014).    
For example, Donoghue et al. (2007) used small footprint LiDAR intensity and height metrics 
to discriminate spruce and pine. The authors utilized varying LiDAR metrics, including: mean 
height, coefficient of variation, skewness, and percentage of ground returns. Reitberger et al. 
(2008) obtained overall accuracies as high as 96% using small-footprint full waveform LiDAR 
for discriminating coniferous and deciduous species using unsupervised classification.  
Säynäjoki et al. (2008) differentiated European aspen from other deciduous trees with an 
accuracy of 78.6%. The authors calculated height percentiles, proportion of laser points at each 
percentile, proportion of vegetation hits, mean height, standard deviation of height, mean 
intensity, standard deviation of intensity and intensity percentiles.   
A vast amount of literature can be found on species classification using LiDAR-derived 
information extracted from forest canopy. In contrast, only one study to date has utilized gap 
information in combination with forest canopy information to assist in species classification 
(Li et al. 2013a). For example, Li et al. (2013a) used LiDAR-derived metrics from both forest 
tree crowns and intra-tree crown gaps to assist in species classification in Ontario, Canada. The 
authors utilized a gap distribution metric as well as 3-D texture, relative foliage degree and 
relative scale of foliage clustering extracted from forest canopy. Chapter 4 of this research aims 
to contribute to this gap in the literature by utilizing both canopy gap and forest canopy 
information for species discrimination. Additionally, this chapter also utilizes the efficiency of 
the RF algorithm and LiDAR data for species modelling, as shown by a number of studies 
(Korpela et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2014; Cao et al. 2016). 
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CHAPTER 3:  MODELLING FOREST CANOPY GAPS USING 
LIDAR-DERIVED VARIABLES 
3.1 ABSTRACT 
Remote sensing has revolutionised forest management and has been widely employed to model 
canopy gaps. In this study, a canopy height model (CHM) and an intensity raster (IR) derived 
from light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data were used to model canopy gaps within a four-
year-old Eucalyptus grandis forest using an object-based image analysis (OBIA) approach. 
Model thematic accuracies using the CHM, intensity raster, and combined dataset (CHM and 
IR) were all above 90%, with KHAT values ranging from 0.88 to 0.96. Independent test 
thematic accuracies were also above 90%, with KHAT values ranging from 0.82 to 0.91. A 
comparative area-based assessment yielded accuracies ranging from 70% to 90%, with the 
highest accuracies achieved using the combined dataset. The results of this study show that 
using a CHM and intensity raster, and an OBIA approach, provides a viable framework to 
accurately detect and delineate canopy gaps within a commercial forest environment. 
3.2 INTRODUCTION 
Canopy gaps in plantations occur due to the ineffective use of growing space, the presence of 
features (such as rocks) that prohibit planting, and harvesting or thinning operations (Vehmas 
et al. 2011; Malahlela et al. 2014; Bonnet et al. 2015). Additionally, the impact of natural 
disturbances by wind, snowfall, disease, drought, climate change, and fires lead to the 
formation of canopy gaps (Vehmas et al. 2011; Muscolo et al. 2014; Bonnet et al. 2015). Tree 
mortality is usually higher in young stands with high stocking levels. A tree thus has a higher 
probability of dying in a denser stand, in particular on poor quality sites (Mabvurira and Miina 
2002). 
Canopy gaps affect a forest in various ways. Canopy gaps lead to variations in light conditions, 
temperature, soil moisture, and nutrient availability (Negrón-Juárez et al. 2011; Muscolo et al. 
2014). Additionally, canopy gaps promote both biodiversity - and pedodiversity and have an 
important influence on forest dynamics (Garbarino et al. 2012). For example, canopy gaps 
increase light penetration to the understory, providing an opportunity for enhanced growth of 
the canopy (Garbarino et al. 2012; Gray et al. 2012), as well as stimulating the growth and 
survival of native species (Muscolo et al. 2014). 
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Canopy gaps are, however, difficult to detect (Vepakomma et al. 2008) as they are often varied 
in size, and generally dominated by low vegetation, such as sprouts (Dietze and Clark 2008). 
Several studies have explored the utility of multispectral remote sensing imagery to detect and 
quantify canopy gaps. For example, Lippitt et al. (2008) mapped selective logging / harvesting, 
which lead to canopy gaps (Vajari et al. 2012), using multi-temporal Landsat Enhance 
Thematic Mapper Plus imagery. Of the five machine learning algorithms tested, classification 
trees yielded the highest overall accuracy (94%) and KHAT value (0.60). Garbarino et al. 
(2012) successfully used high-resolution Kompsat-2 imagery to detect canopy gaps in the 
Dinaric Alps in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The authors applied an unsupervised artificial neural 
network, coupled with field measurements to detect 650 canopy gaps with an overall accuracy 
of 82%. More recently, Zielewska-Büttner et al. (2016) used a canopy height model (CHM) 
derived from multi-temporal stereo aerial imagery to detect canopy gaps in the Northern Black 
Forest, Southwest Germany. The authors achieved overall accuracies ranging from 82% to 90% 
as well as KHAT values ranging from 0.66 to 0.88. 
The utility of passive remote sensing systems is, however, limited by its spatial resolution. The 
medium to coarse spatial resolution makes discriminating medium to small sized canopy gaps, 
difficult (Malahlela et al. 2014). The use of high spatial resolution multispectral sensors, e.g. 
QuickBird can help alleviate this problem. However, these higher resolution sensors tend to 
suffer from saturation of the visible-near infrared signal in dense vegetation (Malahlela et al. 
2014). Additionally, shadows provide an added setback, especially for high-resolution sensors 
(Hunter et al. 2015). Espírito-Santo et al. (2014) noted that shadows are a significant problem 
in tropical areas, where shadows occur in both gap and non-gap areas. The authors concluded 
that detecting and mapping canopy gaps using spectral information is challenging. 
The advent of active remote sensing systems such as LiDAR (light detection and ranging) 
provides an alternative to the passive remote sensing systems. More importantly, LiDAR 
overcomes many of the obstacles (saturation and spatial resolution) faced by passive remote 
sensing systems (Frolking et al. 2009; Malahlela et al. 2014; Hunter et al. 2015). A key 
advantage of LiDAR is the provision of forest structural information in both the horizontal and 
vertical domain (Gaulton and Malthus 2010). Having both horizontal and vertical information, 
allows for detecting canopy gaps beneath the outer circumference of tree branches (Vehmas et 
al. 2011). 
Several studies have successfully used LiDAR for modelling canopy gaps. For example, 
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Gaulton and Malthus (2010) used two approaches, i.e. a LiDAR point cloud with local maxima 
filtering and clustering, and a LiDAR-derived CHM to identify canopy gaps in three Picea 
sitchensis plantations in Scotland. The mean overall classification accuracy using the CHM 
was 75%, compared with 78% using the LiDAR point cloud. Additionally, the CHM produced 
a higher error (RMSE = 38%) in identifying total canopy gap area, compared with the LiDAR 
point cloud (RMSE = 22%). However, the authors concluded that using the LiDAR point cloud 
was more computationally intensive. More recently, Hunter et. al (2015) employed multi-
temporal LiDAR to analyse temporal changes in canopy gap size and frequency within two 
sites in Tapajos National Forest, Brazil. 
More recently, several authors (for example Vepakomma et al. 2008; Malahlela et al. 2014; 
Bonnet et al. 2015; Einzmann et al. 2017) have employed object-based image analysis (OBIA) 
for detecting and delineating canopy gaps. OBIA involves analysing images using objects 
instead of pixels. An image is first segmented into multiple objects, prior to image classification 
(Navulur 2007). The key advantage to using objects for classification is the additional attribute 
information such as shape, texture, and morphology (Navulur 2007). The use of additional 
object attributes have shown to increase classification accuracy (Malahlela et al. 2014). 
Malahlela et al. (2014) mapped canopy gaps in an indigenous subtropical coast forest using 
high-resolution WorldView-2 imagery. The authors tested both a pixel-based and object-based 
classification approach. The object-based approach yielded an overall accuracy of 94% 
compared with the pixel-based approach, which yielded an accuracy of 87%. Einzmann et al. 
(2017) successfully used an object-based approach to map canopy gaps caused by windthrow, 
with high-resolution RapidEye imagery. The authors achieved overall accuracies ranging from 
93% to 96%. Using a LiDAR-derived CHM, Vepakomma et al. (2008) successfully mapped 
canopy gaps using OBIA. The authors achieved an overall accuracy of 96%. More recently, 
Bonnet et al. (2015) used a LiDAR-derived CHM, slope of the CHM, and a canopy porosity 
index to map canopy gaps in the watershed of the Houille River, Belgium. The authors tested 
three mapping methods, i.e. thresholding, supervised classification, and per-object supervised 
classification yielding overall accuracies ranging from 62% to 82%. 
A review of the literature showed that no study to date has used LiDAR derivatives, i.e. CHM 
and intensity raster, within an OBIA environment, to model canopy gaps in a commercial 
plantation in South Africa. It is within this context that this study aims to evaluate the utility of 
a CHM and an intensity raster to detect and delineate canopy gaps within a Eucalyptus grandis 
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forest. Additionally, we employ spatial statistics to analyse and characterise the spatial nature 
of canopy gaps within our study area. These analyses can assist foresters and forest managers 
in better understanding the mechanisms underpinning the formation and distribution of canopy 
gaps, and form part of an integrated forest management framework. 
3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.3.1 Study Area 
The Sappi Riverdale plantation (Figure 3-1) is located near the town of Richmond in the 
KwaZulu-Natal midlands, South Africa. The region has a mild, warm and pleasant climate, 
with a mean annual temperature of 17.4°C and mean annual precipitation of 872mm. Riverdale 
is approximately 5999ha of Eucalyptus forest. A total of 27 compartments are within the 
plantation, comprised of E. grandis (n = 15), E. smithii (n = 2), and E. dunnii (n = 10) 
(Macfarlane 2006). For this study we focus on E. grandis contained in Block E and Block F. 
Figure 3-1 The Riverdale plantation (a) located near Richmond in the province of KwaZulu-
Natal (b), South Africa (c). Background image is ESRI ArcGIS online’s 50 cm colour 
imagery for South Africa. 
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3.3.2 Image and field data 
A LiDAR survey using a Leica ALS50-2 laser scanner with multi-pulse was conducted from 
the 15th to the 22nd of March 2014. The number of returns was four at a pulse rate of 126 
000Hz and scan rate of 53Hz. The average flying height was 820m with a 50% minimum flight 
line overlap. The LiDAR data was used to create an intensity raster using the LAS Dataset to 
Raster tool in ArcMap v10.3.1 (ESRI 2015). A low pass filter with a 3x3 kernel was used to 
remove the inherent noise in the intensity raster (ESRI 2015). Aerial imagery of 15cm spatial 
resolution was also acquired on 12 April 2014 at an average flying height of 213m. The aerial 
imagery served as reference data for undertaking the accuracy assessments. Field data in the 
form of enumerated plot data for each compartment were provided by Sappi Forests. The 
blocks and compartments used for the analysis was selected using the field data. Compartment 
F1 was used for training, i.e. model building, whereas compartment F3a was used as an 
independent test dataset. A 1m resolution CHM was also provided by Sappi Forests. 
3.3.3 Canopy gap delineation using multiresolution segmentation (MRS) 
Multiresolution segmentation (MRS) was utilized for delineating canopy gaps using the CHM, 
intensity, and a combined CHM and intensity raster in eCognition developer 9 (Definiens 
2007).  MRS is a region-merging segmentation approach that forms larger homogenous image 
objects by iteratively merging singular image objects (Definiens 2007; Varo-Martínez et al. 
2017). MRS starts with image pixels that are aggregated into image objects (Baatz and Schäpe 
2000). Region-merging is achieved using a homogeneity criterion that measures how similar 
or dissimilar an image object is. The homogeneity criterion is influenced by the colour and 
shape of image objects, with values ranging between 0 and 1 (Baatz and Schäpe 2000; 
Definiens 2007). Colour describes the influence of spectral values, whereas shape determines 
the level of smoothness and compactness of image objects (Navulur 2007). To determine the 
optimal scale, shape, and compactness parameter values, we tested scale factors of 20, 10 and 
5, coupled with shape and compactness values ranging from 0.1 to 0.9, in increments of 0.1. 
Combinations of scale, shape, and compactness parameter values were tested using the CHM, 
intensity raster, and combined dataset. 
3.3.4 Rule-based classification  
To determine the optimal thresholds for OBIA, we employed the SEparability and THresholds 
(SEaTH) (Nussbaum et al. 2006) tool. SEaTH employs the Jeffries-Matusita (JM) distance 
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(Equation 3-1 and Equation 3-2), which measures the separability (ranging from zero to two) 
between two classes, i.e. forest and canopy gaps based on training samples. For normally 
distributed classes, this JM distance is stated as (Richards and Jia 1999): 
 
𝐽𝑀𝑖𝑗 = 2(1 − 𝑒
−𝐵)     Equation 3-1  
in which 
 𝐵 =  
1
8
(𝜇𝑖 − 𝜇𝑗)
𝑇
(
𝐶𝑖+𝐶𝑗 
2
)
−1
(𝜇𝑖 − 𝜇𝑗) +
1
2
ln (
(|𝐶𝑖+𝐶𝑗/2|)
√|𝐶𝑖|∗|𝐶𝑗|
)  Equation 3-2 
where  
B = Bhattacharyya distance 
i and j = two classes being compared (i.e. forest and canopy gaps) 
𝐶𝑖  = the covariance matrix of signature i 
𝜇𝑖= the mean vector of signature i 
ln = the natural logarithm function 
|𝐶𝑖| = the determinant of 𝐶𝑖 
 
The closer the JM value is to 2, the better the separability between forest and canopy gaps, 
whereas a value lower than 1.8 indicates that the two classes are less separable. Additionally, 
SEaTH avoids the time constraining trial-and-error process of manually testing thresholds for 
ruleset development (Gao et al. 2011). SEaTH generates thresholds for classification by using 
object statistics derived from a representative selection of training areas per class (Nussbaum 
et al. 2006). The resulting threshold values are produced using a Gaussian probability mixture 
model (Nussbaum et al. 2006). 
The SEaTH tool has previously been used by Gao et al. (2011) for rule-based land cover 
mapping with Landsat-8 Enhance Thematic Mapper Plus imagery and Huang et al. (2015) for 
rule-based classification of forest stands with QuickBird imagery. We used SEaTH to 
statistically identify optimal thresholds for classifying canopy gaps. A representative training 
sample from compartment F1 (n = 6) and compartment F3a (n = 5) was used to calculate object 
statistics used in SEaTH. The resulting SEaTH thresholds were used to build classification 
rules in eCognition for classification of the CHM, intensity raster, and combined dataset. 
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3.3.5 Accuracy assessment 
We evaluated both the thematic accuracy and comparative area accuracy of the delineated 
canopy gaps. To evaluate the thematic accuracy of the delineated canopy gaps, we used 80 
reference points and a confusion matrix. The 80 reference points were generated using the 
create random points tool in ArcMap (ESRI 2015). A confusion matrix provides several 
measures of accuracy including errors of commission, errors of omission, and overall accuracy. 
Additionally, a multivariate statistic called KHAT, was used to test agreement between the test 
and training data (Congalton and Green 2009). 
To determine the percentage match between the reference canopy gap area (digitised from the 
very high resolution aerial photographs) and the OBIA delineated canopy gap area, a 
comparative area-based assessment (Champion et al. 2008; Hermosilla et al. 2011; Gomes and 
Maillard 2013) was employed. Reference canopy gap areas were manually digitised using 
aerial imagery. Overall accuracy for the comparative area-based assessment (Equation 3-3) 
was calculated as the percentage of total delineated canopy gap area relative to the total 
reference canopy gap area: 
    
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
∗ 100    Equation 3-3  
3.3.6 Spatial statistics 
3.3.6.1 Assessing spatial clustering using Getis-Ord Gi* 
Hotspot analysis (Swetnam et al. 2015; Reddy et al. 2016) was used to test for spatial clustering 
of canopy gaps. A hotspot analysis uses the Getis-Ord Gi* to measure spatial clustering of a 
sample and how it varies from an expected value (Getis and Ord 1992; Reddy et al. 2016). The 
Getis-Ord Gi* statistic calculates z-scores and p-values that indicate spatial clustering of high 
data values (i.e. high z-score and low p-value) and low data values (i.e. low negative z-score 
and low p-value) (ESRI 2015; Swetnam et al. 2015; Reddy et al. 2016). Within the context of 
this study, we are interested in clustering of large canopy gaps (i.e. locations having a high z-
score and low p-value) within blocks E, F, and the combined block (E + F). A p-value greater 
than or equal to 0.1 was considered insignificant and therefore, not a hotspot. 
The Getis-Ord Gi*statistic (Equation 3-4) is calculated as follows (Reddy et al. 2016): 
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    𝐺𝐼
∗ =
∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑗−𝑋 ∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1
𝑛
𝑗=1
𝑆
√[
∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗
2 −(∑ 𝑤𝑖,𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 )
2𝑛
𝑗=1 ]
𝑛−1
   Equation 3-4 
  
Where: 𝑋 =
∑ 𝑥𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1
𝑛
 and 𝑆 = √
∑ 𝑥𝑗
2𝑛
𝑗=1
𝑛
− (𝑋)2; 𝑥𝑗 represents the attribute value for 𝑗, 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 = the 
spatial weight between features 𝑖 and 𝑗, and 𝑛 = the number of features. 
The Hotspot analysis tool in ArcMap (ESRI 2015) requires a distance band, which represents 
the scale of analysis. The distance band was determined using incremental spatial 
autocorrelation (ESRI 2015) for block E, block F, and the combined block. 
3.3.6.2 Spatial characterisation of canopy gaps using FRAGSTATS 
Four spatial statistical metrics were computed (Table 3-1) on the class level for block E, block 
F, and the combined block. Class level is equivalent to the all patches of a certain class (i.e. 
canopy gaps) within a block. A neighbour rule can be specified for delineating patches 
(McGarigal et al. 2012). Patch membership can be assigned using either a 4-cell rule or 8-cell 
neighbour rule. We used the 8-cell rule, where eight adjacent cells are considered, including 4 
orthogonal and 4 diagonal neighbours (McGarigal et al. 2012). The metrics were calculated 
using the FRAGSTATS package, version 4.2 (McGarigal et al. 2012). 
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Table 3-1 Spatial metrics used computed at the class (block) level (adapted from McGarigal et al. (2012)). 
Metric Description Equation 
Percentage of Landscape (PLAND) 
PLAND measures the percentage of canopy gap within a 
block. 
𝑃𝑖 =
∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1
𝐴
(100) 
𝑃𝑖  = percentage of block occupied by canopy gap i.
𝑎𝑖𝑗  = area of canopy gap ij (m
2).
A = total area of the block (m2). 
Shape Index 
Shape index determines the size of a canopy gap on patch 
level, and mean size of all canopy gaps on block level or 
class level. For a square canopy gap, the shape index 
equals 1; the more irregular the shape, the larger the shape 
index. 
𝑆𝐻𝐴𝑃𝐸 =  
0.25 𝑃𝑖𝑗
√𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑃𝑖𝑗  = perimeter of canopy gap ij (m).
𝑎𝑖𝑗  = area of canopy gap ij (m
2).
Patch Density (PD) (per 100 hectares) 
PD refers to the number of canopy gaps within a class or 
block. 
𝑃𝐷 =
𝑛𝑖
𝐴
(10000)(100) 
𝑛𝑖 = number of canopy gaps in the block for class i.
Landscape Shape Index (LSI) 
LSI is similar to shape index. However, LSI treats canopy 
gaps as a single entity. LSI computes the perimeter-to-area 
ratio for a given entity. LSI equals 1 when the entity 
comprises a singular square shape, and increases with 
increasing irregularity. 
𝐿𝑆𝐼 =
0.25𝐸∗
√𝐴
E* = total length (m) of edge in block; includes the entire block 
boundary and some or all background edge segments. 
A = total block area (m2). 
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3.4 RESULTS 
3.4.1 Canopy gap delineation and classification 
The optimal shape and compactness parameter values for delineating both small and large 
canopy gaps were 0.1 and 0.5 respectively. Table 3-2 shows the MRS results using varying 
scale factors with a shape parameter value of 0.1 and compactness parameter value of 0.5. It is 
evident that at a given scale, the resulting image objects were similar in size for all three 
datasets. For example, at a scale of 10, the resulting image objects for the CHM, intensity raster, 
and combined dataset are similar in size and number. However, as the scale factor decreased, 
the size of the resulting image objects also decreased. For example, the size of resulting image 
objects produced for the combined dataset at a scale of 5 were smaller, compared with the size 
of resulting image objects produced for the combined dataset at a scale of 20. Additionally, a 
decrease in the size of image objects resulted in an increase in the number of image objects. 
An inherent limitation of using only the CHM is evident from its inability to identify and 
differentiate water bodies from canopy gaps. However, the water body (indicated by the red 
arrow) in Table 3-2 was identified and differentiated from a canopy gap using the intensity 
raster. The ability of the intensity raster to identify and differentiate the water body was 
attributed to the low intensity of the water body compared with the surrounding area, i.e. forest. 
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Table 3-2 MRS of CHM, intensity, and combined dataset at scale factors 20, 10 and 5. 
Datasets/ Scale factors 20 10 5 
CHM 
Intensity 
CHM + Intensity 
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The results of the SEaTH analysis are presented in Table 3-3. The JM values for both datasets 
were close to 2, indicating a good separability between forest and canopy gaps. The respective 
separability threshold values for the CHM (9.965) and intensity (9.070) were subsequently used 
to build decision rules for classifying canopy gaps. A mean CHM value less than the threshold 
value (9.965) indicates canopy gap, whereas a mean CHM value greater than the threshold value 
indicates forest. Conversely, a mean intensity value greater than the threshold value (9.070) 
indicates canopy gap, whereas a mean intensity value less than the threshold value indicates forest. 
Consequently, for the combined dataset (i.e. CHM and intensity raster) a mean CHM value less 
than the threshold value (9.965) and mean intensity value greater than the threshold value (9.070) 
indicates canopy gap. 
 
 
Table 3-3 Jeffries-Matusita distance (J-M) and separability thresholds for differentiating forest 
and canopy gaps. 
A subset of the classification results for compartment F1 is shown in Figure 3-2. When comparing 
the classification output between Figure 3-2a and Figure 3-2b, for Figure 3-2b one can see that the 
waterbody (as indicated by the red arrow) has been excluded from the class canopy gaps and 
included in the general forest class. Similarly, for the combined dataset (Figure 3-2c), the 
waterbody has been excluded from the class canopy gaps.  As explained in Table 3-3, the classified 
canopy gaps using the CHM (Figure 3-2a) are image objects where mean CHM is less than 9.965. 
Objects with mean CHM above 9.965 were classified as forest. Canopy gaps classified using the 
intensity raster (Figure 3-2b), were objects where mean intensity is more than 9.070. Subsequently, 
all objects having mean intensity less than 9.070 were classified as forest. For the combined dataset 
(Figure 3-2c), objects are classified as canopy gaps where both threshold criteria are met as 
described in Table 3-3. So, for an object to be classified as a canopy gap, mean CHM < 9.96511 
AND mean intensity > 9.06973. 
Features JM Threshold Notes 
Mean CHM 1.996 9.965 
The CHM best discriminates canopy gaps from forest 
where Mean CHM is less than 9.965. 
Mean Intensity 
 
1.810 9.070 
The intensity raster best discriminates canopy gaps 
from forest where Mean intensity is more than 9.070. 
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Table 3-4 provides a summary of the rule-based classification accuracies for compartment F1 (used 
for model building) and compartment F3a (used for model testing). For compartment F1, overall 
accuracies ranged from 96% to 99%, with KHAT values ranging from 0.88 to 0.96. The results 
show that for compartment F1, using the combined dataset (i.e. CHM and intensity raster) yielded 
the highest overall accuracy (99%) and KHAT value (0.96), whereas using the intensity raster 
alone yielded the lowest overall accuracy (96%) and KHAT value (0.88). For compartment F3a, 
again, using the combined dataset yielded the highest overall accuracy (98%) and KHAT value 
(0.91). However, using the CHM alone yielded the lowest overall accuracy (94%) and KHAT 
value (0.82). For compartment F1, the lower accuracy obtained by the intensity raster is attributed 
to instances where the SEaTH intensity threshold (9.070) was exceeded. Similarly, lower 
accuracies were obtained using the CHM for compartment F3a, where the SEaTH height threshold 
(9.965) was exceeded. The results indicate that overall the highest thematic accuracy for canopy 
gap classification was obtained using a combination of the CHM and intensity raster. 
 
Table 3-4 Thematic accuracy assessment for compartment F1 and compartment F3a. 
 
 
F1 F3a 
CHM Intensity Combined CHM Intensity Combined 
Overall accuracy (%) 98 96 99 94 96 98 
KHAT 0.92 0.88 0.96 0.82 0.87 0.91 
The results of the area-based assessment are shown in Figure 3-3. For compartment F1, accuracies 
ranged from 75% to 95%, whereas for compartment F3a, accuracies ranged from 79% to 92%. 
Similar to the thematic accuracy results in Table 3-4, using the combined dataset (CHM and 
intensity raster) yielded the highest areal accuracies for compartment F1 (used for model building) 
and compartment F3a (used for model testing). When assessing the accuracy of canopy gaps using 
area as opposed to points, using both CHM and intensity information is particularly useful. 
Figure 3-2 Subset of CHM (a), intensity (b), and combined (c) classified datasets of 
compartment F1. 
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Additionally, a visual interpretation of the data showed that canopy gaps extracted using the 
combined dataset overlapped better with the reference data (i.e. aerial imagery), compared with 
canopy gaps extracted using the CHM and intensity raster alone. 
 
3.4.2 Assessing spatial clustering using Getis-Ord Gi* 
The results for the hotspot analysis for block E, block F, and the combined blocks, is presented in 
Figure 3-4. The distance band used for block E, block F, and the combined block was 300, 400, 
and 1700 respectively. In block E (Figure 3-4a), approximately 22% (n = 13) of canopy gaps (n = 
58) were identified as hotspots (spatial clustering), with z-scores ranging from 1.65 to 2.58 and p-
values ranging from 0.009918 to 0.099580. In contrast to block E, block F (Figure 3-4b) only 
showed spatial clustering of two canopy gaps with both having a z-score of 4.50 and p-value of 
0.000007.  
An assessment of spatial clustering in the combined block showed that of the total number of 
canopy gaps (n = 196), only eight canopy gaps displayed spatial clustering (hotspot). All of these 
hotspots (n = 8) had the same z-score (1.75) and p-value (0.080694). However, spatial clustering 
in the combined block appeared fragmented compared with spatial clustering in block E and block 
F. We attribute this to the increased scale of analysis in the combined block. 
Figure 3-3 Comparative area based assessment for compartment F1 and compartment F3a. 
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3.4.3 Spatial characterisation of canopy gaps using FRAGSTATS  
Table 3-5 shows the results of the canopy gap analysis using FRAGSTATS. The higher PD value 
(125.39) and PLAND value (3.02) for block F indicated a higher number of canopy gaps 
comprising a larger percentage of the landscape, compared with the PD value (42.23) and PLAND 
value (1.27) for block E. Additionally, the LSI was significantly higher for block F (20.57) 
compared with block E (11.84). The higher LSI indicated a higher dispersion of canopy gaps, 
coupled with a higher shape irregularity. The larger LSI for the combined block (23.55) is 
attributed to the increased dispersion and irregularity of canopy gaps. The higher shape index for 
block F (1.84) indicated the presence of larger patches with higher irregularity, compared with 
block E (1.79). The shape index for the combined block (1.82) represents the average size and 
regularity of canopy gaps in block E and block F. 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4 Identified hotspots in block E (A), block F (B), and the combined block (C). 
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Table 3-5 FRAGSTATS metrics for canopy gaps at class level for block E, block F and the 
combined block (E + F). 
 
Metrics E Block F Block Combined block 
Class level 
PLAND 1.27 3.02 2.02 
PD 42.23 125.39 77.93 
LSI 11.84 20.57 23.55 
Shape Index 1.79 1.84 1.82 
3.5 DISCUSSION 
This study evaluated the use of LiDAR derived variables, specifically a CHM and intensity raster, 
to identify and delineate canopy gaps within a commercial Eucalyptus grandis forest. The analysis 
was undertaken within an object-based image analysis environment. Additionally, a statistical 
analysis assessed the spatial characteristics of the canopy gaps using Getis-Ord Gi* and 
FRAGSTATS. The following sections discuss the results in more detail. 
3.5.1 Identifying and delineating canopy gaps 
The accurate delineation of canopy gaps is important to forest managers, as it forms the basis for 
further research and management applications such as gap dynamics and silvicultural applications 
(Muscolo et al. 2014; Bonnet et al. 2015). Additionally, forest gap dynamics has been recognized 
as an important process in stand development (Kucbel et al. 2010). Different tree species tolerate 
shaded conditions differently, therefore, leading to changes in composition and competition of 
trees in the understory. In particular, larger canopy gaps increase the occurrence of shade-intolerant 
species and thus may lead to changes in stand composition (de Römer et al. 2007). 
Bonnet et al. (2015) note that without reliable methods for accurate canopy gap mapping, the 
spatial pattern of canopy gaps may be misrepresented. The authors further note that analysing the 
spatial characteristics of canopy gaps underpins the understanding of forest regeneration, 
ecosystem dynamics, species diversification, and species distribution. The use of remote sensing 
data and techniques presents an accurate and cost-effective approach to broad-scale mapping of 
canopy gaps.  
In this study, we employed an object-oriented approach to delineate canopy gaps using a LiDAR-
derived CHM and intensity raster. Canopy gap classification using the combined CHM and 
intensity raster yielded thematic accuracies of 99% (KHAT = 0.96) and 98% (KHAT = 0.91) for 
the training and testing datasets respectively, and areal accuracies of 95% and 92% for the training 
and testing datasets respectively. The results of this study show a significant improvement on the 
results achieved by Gaulton and Malthus (2010) who achieved an overall accuracy of 85% (KHAT 
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= 0.66) using a CHM only for canopy gap delineation. Similarly, the rule-based approach used in 
this study yielded significantly higher overall accuracies compared with Bonnet et al. (2015) who 
used a per-object based supervised classification, using a CHM, canopy porosity index, and 
intensity raster. The authors reported an overall accuracy of 80%. The results of this study compare 
favourably to the results achieved by Vepakomma et al. (2008), who also used a CHM in an object-
based approach to delineate canopy gaps. These authors reported an overall accuracy of 96%. The 
results obtained in this study thus highlight the efficiency and robustness of using LiDAR-derived 
variables, in particular, using a combined CHM and intensity raster, for detecting and delineating 
canopy gaps using an OBIA approach. 
3.5.2 Spatial clustering and characterization of canopy gaps 
Hotspot analysis is a useful analysis tool that enables the tracking of local concentrations of a 
feature, such as canopy gaps (Reddy et al. 2016). The importance of delineating canopy gaps 
ranges from understanding forest regeneration from an ecological perspective to estimating the 
amount of volume loss within a managed plantation (Barbati et al. 2009). Reddy et al. (2016) used 
hotspot analysis to track canopy gap hotspots caused by forest deforestation. Similarly, Barbati et 
al. (2009) performed hotspot analysis (Getis-Ord Gi*) to detect canopy gaps.  
We used the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic (hotspot analysis) to assess spatial clustering of canopy gaps 
on a block level (i.e. block E and block F) as well as on a combined block level (i.e. block E + 
block F). Getis-Ord Gi* statistic was undertaken on the combined block to investigate spatial 
clustering of canopy gaps on the entire extent of E. grandis within the plantation.  In block E, 
canopy gap hotspots reported z-scores ranging between 1.65 and 2.58, while z-scores of 4.50 were 
reported for canopy gap hotspots in block F. The combined block reported z-scores of 1.75 for all 
canopy gap hotspots.  
Spatial clustering of approximately 22% of canopy gap hotspots were found in block E, while only 
approximately 2% of spatial clustering of canopy gap hotspots were reported in block F. In block 
E, a large canopy gap had a higher likelihood of being surrounded by similar sized canopy gaps, 
whereas canopy gaps in block F had a lower likelihood of having similar sized neighbouring 
canopy gaps. This resulted in a lower spatial clustering of canopy gap hotspots for block F. The 
combined block also reported a low spatial clustering of canopy gap hotspots (approximately 4%). 
The larger scale of analysis and larger varied sizes of canopy gaps at the combined block level 
resulted in a lower percentage of canopy gap hotspots compared with spatial clustering at 
individual block level (i.e. block E). 
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The spatial configuration of canopy gaps is generally influenced by the nature of the disturbance 
(Andrew et al. 2016). Canopy gaps caused by natural disturbances, e.g. wind, have differences in 
shape compared with canopy gaps caused by artificial disturbances such as harvesting (Andrew et 
al. 2016). Canopy gaps caused by natural disturbances have been reported to have varied shapes, 
such as dumb-bell, or triangular (Schliemann and Bockheim 2011; Muscolo et al. 2014), whereas 
the shape of a harvested canopy gap tends to be elliptical, square, or circular (Schliemann and 
Bockheim 2011; Muscolo et al. 2014). Within a commercial forest environment, tree felling 
usually results in larger canopy gaps due to a large number of trees being felled within a small area 
(Muscolo et al. 2014). To maximize timber yield, larger trees are felled, which also contribute to 
the increased canopy gap area (Sapkota and Odén 2009).  
Vehmas et al. (2011) used several FRAGSTATS metrics to model canopy gaps within semi natural 
and managed forests. In this study, we used four FRAGSTATS statistical metrics, namely PLAND, 
PD, LSI, and shape index to spatially characterise canopy gaps within an E. grandis commercial 
forest. When comparing the results of block E with block F, we found that the patch density (PD) 
of canopy gaps for block F (125.39) was significantly higher than PD for block E (42.23). This 
significant difference resulted in a larger PLAND for block F (3.02) compared with block E (1.27). 
The LSI and shape index for block F (LSI = 20.57; shape index = 1.84) was also higher compared 
with block E (LSI = 11.84; shape index = 1.79), which indicates a higher occurrence of irregularly 
shaped canopy gaps coupled with higher dispersion of irregular canopy gaps in block F. 
The results for the combined block indicate that canopy gaps within E. grandis occupy less than 
3% of the total landscape (PLAND = 2.02). A PD of 77.93 and shape index of 1.82 indicates that 
the shape of canopy gaps are generally irregular. Additionally, the landscape shape index (LSI = 
23.55) indicates that canopy gaps are more irregularly shaped and have a high level of dispersion. 
The results of the combined block is consistent with the results obtained for the individual blocks, 
i.e. block E and block F. 
The results indicate that larger or more frequent disturbances occurred across block F compared 
with block E. Canopy gaps within both blocks were generally found to be irregularly shaped, which 
suggest that natural disturbances (e.g. tree mortality) occurred, in addition to management 
activities. A similar shape index (1.82) for the combined block suggests that the nature of 
disturbances was also natural, in addition to management activities. The PLAND for the combined 
block (2.02) compared with the higher PLAND for block F (3.02) and lower PLAND for block E 
(1.27) is expected, as PLAND for the combined block represents the average percentage of canopy 
gap area across both blocks. Additionally, the larger LSI for the combined block (23.55) compared 
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with block E (11.84) and block F (20.57) is expected, given the larger dispersion and greater 
variability in canopy gap shape. 
Ultimately, these metrics (PLAND, PD, LSI, and shape index) should assist foresters and forest 
managers in quantifying their landscape, and in particular, canopy gaps within commercial 
plantations (McGarigal et al. 2012). This information can be used to improve the understanding of 
the mechanisms that influence canopy gap formation, i.e. natural or harvesting, and be integrated 
into existing and future forest management frameworks. 
3.5.3 An operational framework for canopy gap modelling 
Passive remote sensing systems have been widely explored for forestry applications. However, the 
ability of LiDAR to directly measure the ground and forest elevation by penetrating small canopy 
gaps in the forest canopy has attracted attention in forestry (Zhang 2008; Vepakomma et al. 2011). 
LiDAR has subsequently been exploited for both natural and commercial forestry applications. 
Using 3-Dimensional point data, LiDAR generates canopy surface, terrain, and canopy height 
models that can be used to identify and delineate canopy gaps (Kent et al. 2015).  
The usefulness of OBIA is particularly significant when features are analysed using high resolution 
datasets such as LiDAR (Blaschke 2010). For example, when the size of the features of interest 
are small (i.e. a canopy gap), OBIA can be used to generate image objects to encompass the 
features of interest (Einzmann et al. 2017).  
This study has successfully demonstrated the utility of LiDAR-derived variables for modelling 
canopy gaps within an OBIA environment. However, the sample size (n = 26) in respect of canopy 
gaps used to assess classification (thematic and area-based) accuracy is a limitation in this study. 
Future studies could consider analysing more than one plantation, or multiple species, although 
this may be infeasible. Additionally, a significant limitation using the intensity raster only is that 
the efficiency of discriminating between canopy gaps and forest diminishes in cases where low 
vegetation occurs within canopy gaps. Vegetation within canopy gaps results in canopy gaps 
having similar intensity values as forested areas. However, the results of this study show that this 
limitation is readily overcome using a combination of CHM and intensity. Thus, using both CHM 
and intensity information within a combined dataset, forest managers can potentially implement 
this methodology to detect canopy gaps and incorporate gap-based silviculture to improve stand 
composition and forest structure.  
Further research is required to investigate the spatial characteristics of canopy gaps across 
Eucalyptus species as well as other commercial forest species. Additionally, the use of image 
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object attributes (Blaschke 2010; Bonnet et al. 2015; Einzmann et al. 2017) may assist in the 
classification of canopy gaps in more complex forest environments such as natural forests. Forest 
managers would, therefore, be provided with information to better understand canopy gap 
dynamics across the entire plantation. 
3.6 CONCLUSION 
The primary aim of this study was to model canopy gaps within a commercial Eucalyptus grandis 
plantation using LiDAR derived variables, i.e. a CHM and an intensity raster. To the best of our 
knowledge, as consulted with the literature, this is probably the first study to attempt canopy gap 
delineation using LiDAR in South Africa. The results of this study highlight that using a combined 
CHM and intensity raster provides improved accuracies for modelling canopy gaps within a 
commercial E. grandis forest. The overall results show promise as a viable methodology that can 
be operationalised for modelling canopy gaps within a commercial forestry environment. 
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CHAPTER 4:  INVESTIGATING THE UTILITY OF CANOPY GAPS 
AND FOREST CANOPY FOR DISCRIMINATING EUCALYPTUS 
SPECIES USING RF AND LIDAR 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The importance of forest species mapping and discrimination has been reported by a number of 
studies (Gjertsen 2007; Dalponte et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2009b; Pekkarinen et al. 2009; Corona 
2010; Wolter and Townsend 2011; Dalponte et al. 2012; Peerbhay et al. 2013; Peerbhay 2014; 
Waser et al. 2015; Qin et al. 2016; Mulyani and Jepson 2017). The ability to discriminate forest 
species has both economic and conservation benefits (Kim et al. 2009b; Shang and Chrisholm 
2014). Economically, having forest species information assists in estimating biomass and wood 
production and is important to develop growth and yield models (Ko et al. 2013). Additionally, 
species information enables estimating timber volume. Having this information is invaluable for 
commercial plantations (Dalponte et al. 2008). In South Africa, hardwoods are utilized for pulp 
and timber production. Timber production yields approximately R1.8 billion, whereas woodpulp 
and paper products produce approximately R11 billion (DAFF 2012). 
From a conservation perspective, forest species mapping is important for the management of forest 
communities as well as promoting effective assessment of species vulnerability to threats (such as 
pests or droughts) (Hill et al. 2010; Shang and Chrisholm 2014; Abdollahnejad et al. 2017). 
Furthermore, forest species mapping enables biodiversity maintenance, stem volume estimation, 
sustainable forest management, forest disturbance detection, as well as habitat mapping (Barilotti 
et al. 2009; Falkowski et al. 2009; Immitzer et al. 2012; Gosh et al. 2014; Waser et al. 2015). 
Traditionally, field surveys and aerial photograph interpretation were some of the main approaches 
to acquire information about forest species (Aldred and Hall 1975; Immitzer et al. 2012). These 
methods, however, are costly, labour intensive and time consuming (Van Coillie et al. 2007; Kim 
et al. 2009a; Cho et al. 2012; Peerbhay et al. 2013). Remote sensing has been utilized since 1970 
to aid forestry practices. It enables the classification of vegetation types whilst being more cost-
effective and less labour-intensive than traditional in situ methods and aerial photograph 
interpretation (Bradley and Fleishman 2008; Cho et al. 2012). Remote sensing is able to map large 
forested areas at higher spatial resolutions (Xie et al. 2008; Immitzer et al. 2012). In addition to 
high spatial resolution, passive remote sensing sensors have a number of spectral bands to assist 
in more precise tree species discrimination (Arenas-Castro et al. 2013). Subsequently, a number 
of studies have utilized passive sensors to classify forest species (Everitt et al. 2008; Mallinis et 
al. 2008; Kim et al. 2009a; Hill et al. 2010; Arenas-Castro et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013b; Wang et al. 
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2016).  
Mallinis et al. (2008) used Quickbird imagery to classify dominant forest vegetation in North 
Greece using an object-based approach. The authors utilized a Fractal Net Evolution image 
segmentation prior to employing three classification methods. The classifiers include: nearest 
neighbour, classification trees, as well as a combination of classification trees and local indicators 
of spatial association (texture features). The highest overall accuracy and KHAT were obtained 
using classification trees with additional texture features (i.e. overall accuracy = 78.11% and 
KHAT = 0.75). Similar to Mallinis et al. (2008), Arenas-Castro et al. (2013) used Quickbird 
imagery for forest vegetation mapping in Sierra Morena, southern Spain.  
Arenas-Castro et al. (2013) discriminated wild pear trees (Pyrus bourgaeana) from other 
woodland vegetation using maximum likelihood classification with an overall accuracy of 80.42% 
and KHAT of 0.78 for species discrimination. More recently, Abdollahnejad et al. (2017) also used 
Quickbird imagery to discriminate dominant tree species in Gorgan city, Iran. The authors tested 
the utility of three ensemble learning classifiers (i.e. random forest (RF), support vector machines 
(SVM) and k-nearest neighbour (k-NN). Of the three classifiers, RF was the most efficient in 
discriminating Fagus orientalis, Carpinus betulus, Parrotia persica and various species with an 
overall accuracy of 63.85%.   
Very high spatial resolution passive sensors can discriminate forest species more efficiently 
compared with low and medium spatial resolution sensors; however, similarity of species spectral 
reflectance is still problematic (Lucas et al. 2008; Hill et al. 2010; Korpela et al. 2010). Active 
sensors such as light detection and ranging (LiDAR) overcomes these obstacles and are capable 
of discriminating forest species more efficiently compared with passive sensors (Ke et al. 2010). 
This is achieved by providing three dimensional and species-specific structural information (Ke et 
al. 2010; Kim et al. 2011a). Subsequently, several studies have utilized LiDAR for species 
mapping (Brandtberg 2007; Kim et al. 2009b; Ørka et al. 2009; Vauhkonen et al. 2009; Korpela 
et al. 2010; Vaughn et al. 2012; Li et al. 2013a; Yu et al. 2014; Cao et al. 2016).  
In Seattle, North America, Kim et al. (2009b) classified seven coniferous and eight broadleaved 
tree species using two LiDAR datasets (i.e. one for leaf-on and one for leaf-off conditions). Using 
intensity features and a linear discriminant function, the authors reported accuracies of 83.4% and 
73.1% for leaf-off and leaf-on datasets, respectively. The authors tested using a combination of 
both datasets and obtained an improved overall classification accuracy of 90.6%. The utility of 
LiDAR intensity for species discrimination was also investigated by Ørka et al. (2009). The 
authors classified coniferous and deciduous tree species in south-eastern Norway. Additionally, 
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the authors generated structural features (i.e. normalized height features, canopy penetration depth, 
other height features, and crown density features) to assist in species classification using a linear 
discriminant analysis. Overall classification results using intensity features yielded an accuracy of 
70%, whereas classification using structural information (i.e. crown density features) obtained an 
accuracy of 77%. The authors also used a combination of features and obtained improved results 
with an overall accuracy of 88%. 
Vauhkonen et al. (2009) and Li et al. (2013a) tested the utility of texture information for forest 
species discrimination. In addition to texture features, Vauhkonen et al. (2009) derived tree crown 
approximations such as alpha shape, height, and intensity to discriminate between Scandinavian 
commercial species (i.e. pine, spruce, and deciduous species) in southern Finland. Using a 
discriminant analysis classifier and a combination of intensity and texture features, the authors 
obtained an overall classification accuracy of 91% and KHAT of 0.84. Assessing the utility of 
texture features and tree crown characteristics to classify four forest species (i.e. sugar maple, 
trembling aspen, jack pine, and eastern white pine) in Ontario, Canada was undertaken by Li et al. 
(2013a). More specifically, the LiDAR-derived features include a three-dimensional texture, 
relative degree of foliage clustering, relative scale of foliage clustering, and gap distribution within 
tree crowns. Using a linear discriminant analysis, the authors reported a classification accuracy of 
77.5% and KHAT of 0.7. 
Several studies have successfully used LiDAR and the RF classifier for species discrimination 
(Korpela et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2014; Cao et al. 2016). For example, Korpela et al. (2010) undertook 
tree species classification to discriminate Scots pine, Norway spruce, and birch in southern 
Finland. The authors derived various intensity features and utilized three classifiers, including 
linear discriminant analysis, k-NN, and RF. Using a combination of two discrete LiDAR datasets, 
overall classification accuracies ranged from 89.4% to 90.8%, with RF obtaining an improved 
overall accuracy and KHAT of 90.8% and 0.84, respectively. Similarly, Yu et al. (2014) also 
utilized RF to discriminate between Scots pine, Norway spruce and birch in Evo, southern Finland. 
The authors assessed the efficiency of using a combination of full-waveform and discrete LiDAR 
features. These features include mean heights, standard deviation of heights, and a mean of full-
waveform data interacting with a tree, among others. The authors reported that using a combination 
of both waveform and discrete LiDAR data features yielded the highest classification accuracy, 
with an overall accuracy of 73.4%. In Changshu, southeast China, Cao et al. (2016) utilized RF to 
discriminate six forest species using full-waveform LiDAR. Forest species include Masson pine, 
Chinese fir, Slash pines, Sawtooth oak, Sweet gum, and Chinese holly. Overall accuracy and 
KHAT for species classification were 68.6% and 0.62, respectively. An improved overall accuracy 
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and KHAT were obtained when undertaking species classification on four main species (overall 
accuracy = 75.8% and KHAT = 0.68).  
In South Africa, Eucalyptus tree species are important for commercial forestry. Of the Eucalyptus 
species, Eucalyptus grandis is the dominant commercial hardwood specie, accounting for 
approximately 48% of all total hardwood area (DAFF 2012). Discriminating Eucalyptus species 
effectively using remote sensing would, therefore, be beneficial to commercial forestry. Sensors, 
such as LiDAR have been shown to possess capability to obtain sufficient species discrimination 
results (Lucas et al. 2008; Ke et al. 2010; Shang and Chrisholm 2014). LiDAR intensity and texture 
features have also been reported to be beneficial in forest species discrimination (Vauhkonen et al. 
2009). Furthermore, the efficiency of the RF classifier for forest species discrimination using 
LiDAR data has also been shown (Korpela et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2014).  
A large body of literature focused specifically on extracting forest canopy information for species 
classification with LiDAR data and RF. To date, only one study looked at forest gaps (Li et al. 
2013a). However, Li et al. (2013a) looked at gaps between tree crowns. The authors evaluated 
individual tree structure and tree crown information derived from LiDAR to classify species. More 
specifically, Li et al. (2013a) investigated several LiDAR features; including three-dimensional 
texture, foliage clustering degree, foliage clustering scale, and gap distribution of individual trees.  
Based on the gap variability of intra tree crown gaps as investigated by Li et al. (2013a), this study 
investigates the variability of intra tree species canopy gaps. More specifically, this study 
investigates the use of canopy gaps for discriminating Eucalyptus grandis and Eucalyptus dunnii 
in a commercial plantation, South Africa using LiDAR-derived intensity and texture features and 
the RF classifier.  
4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
4.2.1 Study Area 
The study area is the Sappi Riverdale plantation, comprising a total plantation area of 5999ha 
(Figure 4-1). The plantation is located near Richmond in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. The 
Eucalyptus plantation comprises three species, namely, E. grandis, E. smithii, and E. dunnii.  The 
species of interest are E. grandis and E. dunnii, consisting of n = 15 and n = 10 compartments, 
respectively (Macfarlane 2006). The species and ages of each compartment can be seen in Table 
4-1. 
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Figure 4-1 The Sappi Riverdale plantation is (a) located in KwaZulu-Natal (b), South Africa (c). 
Background image is ESRI ArcGIS online’s 50 cm colour imagery for South Africa. 
 
Table 4-1 Species description and age per compartment. 
 
Compartment Age (years) Species 
C19b 2.48 E. dunnii 
C8 5.24 E. dunnii 
F1 4.81 E. grandis 
F3a 4.38 E. grandis 
4.2.2 LiDAR and field data 
All LiDAR and field data were supplied by Sappi Forests. LiDAR data were surveyed using a 
Leica ALS50-2 scanner (Table 4-2). Field data was supplied in the form of enumerated plot data 
for each compartment. Four compartments were selected for the analysis of this study. Two of 
these compartments contain E. grandis (compartments F1 and F3a), whereas the remaining two 
comprise E. dunnii (compartments C19b and C8). In addition to using canopy gaps alone for 
species classification, further investigation was undertaken by using a combination of forest 
canopy and canopy gap LiDAR-derived features. This was comparatively to using only canopy 
gap features, for species discrimination. For each compartment, intensity and texture information 
from both forest canopy and canopy gaps were extracted for the analysis. However, limited canopy 
gaps occurred across all Eucalyptus compartments. The four selected compartments were 
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purposively sampled as they contained the highest number of canopy gaps. The total number of 
canopy gaps per compartment were, 68 canopy gaps within compartment F3a, 54 within 
compartment F1, 59 within compartment C19b, and 39 canopy gaps within compartment C8. To 
keep the number of canopy gaps consistent across all four compartments, 30 canopy gaps polygons 
were randomly selected per compartment. Additionally, 30 forest canopy polygons were also 
randomly selected per compartment. Forest canopy and canopy gap polygons per compartment 
were confirmed using the enumerated plot data, aerial imagery, and based on a field visit to the 
plantation. Aerial imagery of 15cm spatial resolution was acquired on 12 April 2014 at an average 
flying height of 213m. The aerial imagery was not used for any direct analysis due to an inherent 
spatial inaccuracy between the aerial imagery and LiDAR data.   
 
Table 4-2 LiDAR data capture information conducted for the Sappi Riverdale plantation. 
 
Number of returns per emitted LiDAR signal 4 
Pulse rate (Hz) 1260 000 
Scan rate (Hz) 53 
Average flying height (m) 820  
Survey period 15 to 22 March 2014 
4.2.3 Intensity features 
To assist in discriminating E. grandis and E. dunnii, various intensity features (measuring the 
return signal strength of transmitted LiDAR pulses) were calculated using FUSION/LDV v3.60 
(Yunfei et al. 2008; Maltamo et al. 2014; FUSION 2016). Using command line programs, 34 
descriptive statistics (features) of LiDAR intensity were calculated using a tool called GridMetrics 
(Table 4-3) (FUSION 2016). The output of the function is a CSV (comma separated values) 
comma delimited file containing all 34 intensity features for each LiDAR input cell. These features 
were calculated for each compartment. Subsequently, the CSV2Grid tool was utilized to convert 
each intensity feature in CSV format into ASCII grid format (FUSION 2016).  
FUSION/LDV has previously been used by a number of studies (Kim et al. 2009b; Kim et al. 
2011a; d’Oliveira et al. 2012; Bright et al. 2013). For example, Kim et al. (2009b) used 
FUSION/LDV to undertake tree species differentiation using LiDAR intensity data, whereas Kim 
et al. (2011a) used FUSION/LDV to assist in individual tree genera classification. d’Oliveira et al. 
(2012) used FUSION to derive a variety of LiDAR elevation metrics for estimating forest biomass 
and to identify low-intensity logging areas. FUSION/LDV was also utilized by Bright et al. (2013) 
to derive various LiDAR metrics to assist in predicting live and dead tree basal areas.   
In this study, the 30 randomly selected forest canopy polygons and 30 randomly selected canopy 
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gap polygons were utilized to extract all intensity features for each compartment in ArcMap 
v10.3.1 (ESRI 2015). 
 
Table 4-3 FUSION derived intensity features computed for each cell.   
 
Feature Description 
Total return count above htmin The total number of returned LiDAR signal above the minimum intensity 
for each cell 
Minimum  The minimum intensity value for each cell 
Maximum  The maximum intensity value for each cell 
Mean  The mean intensity value for each cell 
Mode  The mode intensity value for each cell 
Standard deviation  The standard deviation intensity value for each cell 
Variance  The variance intensity value for each cell 
Coefficient of variance  The coefficient of variance intensity value for each cell 
Interquartile distance The interquartile distance intensity value for each cell 
Skewness  The skewness intensity value for each cell 
Kurtosis  The kurtosis intensity value for each cell 
Average absolute deviation  The average absolute deviation intensity value for each cell 
L-moments (L1 – L4)  The L-moments 1-4 intensity value for each cell 
L-moment coefficient of variance The L-moment coefficient of variance intensity value for each cell 
L-moment skewness The L-moment skewness intensity value for each cell 
L-moment kurtosis  The L-moment kurtosis intensity value for each cell 
P01 – P99  Percentile values 1 to 99 intensity value  for each cell 
 
4.2.4 Texture features  
In addition to intensity features, 12 texture features were calculated for all four compartments in 
eCognition developer 9 (Trimble 2016) (Table 4-4). Prior to texture feature generation, a 
multiresolution segmentation (MRS) was undertaken to derive object features using a combined 
LiDAR canopy height model (CHM) and intensity raster. MRS is a region merging algorithm that 
derives image objects from pixels (Belgiu and Drăguţ 2014). Image objects are iteratively merged 
and determined by some homogeneity criteria (Rahman and Saha 2008). The homogeneity criteria 
consist of parameters that must be defined, such as scale, compactness, and shape (Drăguţ et al. 
2010). Scale determines the size of resulting objects, whereas shape and compactness determines 
the overall shape and compactness of resulting objects (Definiens 2007; Rahman and Saha 2008). 
Several grey-level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) and grey-level difference vector (GLDV) 
texture features were calculated on the resulting MRS object features. Texture measures the 
differences in levels or grey tone of objects (Haralick et al. 1973). GLCM measures the spatial 
relationships of co-occurrence grey levels at specific distances and directions, whereas GLDV 
measures GLCM diagonals (Mhangara and Odindi 2013; Dian et al. 2015). For MRS, various 
scale, shape, and compactness values were tested. However, the best combination of MRS 
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parameters was in line with Lombard et al. (2017). The authors used a scale factor of 5, as well as 
shape and compactness values of 0.1 and 0.5, respectively. Similar to intensity feature extraction, 
30 randomly selected canopy gap polygons and 30 randomly selected forest canopy polygons were 
utilized for texture feature extraction for each compartment in ArcMap.  
 
Table 4-4 GLCM (all directions) and GLDV (all directions) texture features computed for each 
object. 
 
Feature Description 
GLCM Angular 2nd moment Grey-level co-occurrence matrix angular second moment value per object 
GLCM Contrast Grey-level co-occurrence matrix contrast value per object 
GLCM Correlation Grey-level co-occurrence matrix correlation value per object 
GLCM Dissimilarity Grey-level co-occurrence matrix dissimilarity value per object 
GLCM Entropy Grey-level co-occurrence matrix entropy value per object 
GLCM Homogeneity Grey-level co-occurrence matrix homogeneity value per object 
GLCM Mean Grey-level co-occurrence matrix dissimilarity value per object 
GLCM Standard deviation Grey-level co-occurrence matrix standard deviation value per object 
GLDV Angular 2nd moment Grey-level difference vector angular second moment value per object 
GLDV Contrast Grey-level difference vector contrast value per object 
GLDV Entropy Grey-level difference vector entropy value per object 
GLDV Mean Grey-level difference vector mean value per object 
4.2.5 Species classification using Random Forest 
Using the extracted intensity and texture features, a random forest (RF) classification was 
employed to discriminate E. grandis and E. dunnii. This was undertaken using the randomForest 
package in R version 3.4.1 (Liaw and Wiener 2002; R Development Core Team 2017). RF is an 
ensemble classifier that builds a large number of decision trees (ntree) (Breiman 2001). At each 
node split, a bootstrap sample (mtry) of the original data is selected (Breiman 2001; Miao et al. 
2012; Chen et al. 2014). Subsequently, a majority vote is applied where ntree predictions are 
aggregated (Liaw and Wiener 2002). 
In this study, default values were used for ntree and mtry, where ntree = 500 and mtry = √𝑝 . Mtry 
is the square root of the number of features used for node splitting within each tree (Belgiu and 
Drăguţ 2016). The value of mtry differed based on the number of input features used for RF 
classification. For example, mtry = √𝑝(𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) = 5, mtry = √𝑝(𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒) = 3, and mtry = 
√𝑝(𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒) = 6. Additionally, 70% of the data were used for training, and the 
remaining 30% were used as the test set (Breiman 2001). The utility of RF for species classification 
were assessed using LiDAR intensity and texture features extracted from canopy gaps. 
Additionally, species discrimination was undertaken using a combination of forest canopy and 
canopy gaps. The RF model was undertaken using the following compartment combinations: 
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compartment C19b compared with compartment F3a, compartment C8 with compartment F1, 
compartment C19b with compartment F1, and compartment C8 with compartment F3a.  
4.2.6 Accuracy Assessment 
The RF model accuracy was assessed using training and test accuracies. For train accuracy, the 
out of bag (OOB) error estimate was utilized to estimate train classification accuracy using the 
train set in RF (Cao et al. 2016). Test accuracy was assessed using overall accuracy (OA). 
Additionally, the KHAT statistic was also utilized for both train and test accuracies. KHAT 
(Equation 4-1) assesses chance agreement against actual classification agreement and is defined 
according to the following formula (Congalton and Green 2009): 
 
?̂? =
𝑃𝑜−𝑃𝐶
1−𝑃𝐶
     Equation 4-1 
Where: 𝑃𝑜 = ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1  is the actual agreement and 𝑃𝑐 = ∑ 𝑃𝑖+
𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑃+𝑗 is the chance agreement. 
4.3 RESULTS 
In this study, RF classifier was used to discriminate E. grandis and E. dunnii using LiDAR-derived 
intensity and texture features. The results can be seen in Table 4-5. The efficiency of species 
classification using varying compartment combinations was assessed i.e. compartment C19b and 
F3a, compartment C8 and F1, compartment C19b and F1, and compartment C8 and F3a. Using 
this approach, the influence of varying species ages on species discrimination could be assessed. 
Additionally, for each compartment, species classification was undertaken using only canopy gaps 
as well as a combination of forest canopy and canopy gaps. 
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Table 4-5 Species classification results between E. grandis and E. dunnii using canopy gap alone (G) as well as using a combination of canopy gaps 
forest canopy (G and F).  
 
 
C19b and F3a C8 and F1  C19b and F1 C8 and F3a 
Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test 
Extracted 
from 
Features 
OOB 
error 
KHAT OA KHAT 
OOB 
error 
KHAT OA KHAT 
OOB 
error 
KHAT OA KHAT 
OOB 
error 
KHAT OA KHAT 
G 
Intensity & 
Texture (n = 
46) 
7.89 0.84 90.91 0.81 30.23 0.39 64.71 0.29 8.89 0.82 86.67 0.73 19.05 0.61 77.78 0.5 
G 
Intensity (n = 
34) 
21.43 0.57 77.78 0.54 28.57 0.43 66.67 0.33 29.17 0.42 66.67 0.25 17.95 0.64 80.95 0.61 
G 
Texture (n = 
12) 
13.04 0.74 85.71 0.71 38.1 0.24 61.11 0.22 12.5 0.75 85 0.7 34.21 0.28 59.09 0.14 
F and G 
Intensity & 
Texture (n = 
46) 
3.66 0.92 94.74 0.88 28.4 0.43 71.79 0.43 8.14 0.84 91.18 0.82 16 0.68 77.78 0.56 
F and G 
Intensity (n =  
34) 
19.1 0.62 80.65 0.61 26.19 0.48 72.22 0.45 29.11 0.42 68.29 0.36 13.64 0.73 84.38 0.69 
F and G 
Texture (n = 
12) 
15.48 0.69 83.33 0.67 30.68 0.39 65.62 0.31 8.7 0.83 85.71 0.71 27.27 0.46 68.75 0.37 
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4.3.1 Species classification using canopy gaps and a combination of forest canopy and 
canopy gaps 
The results of species classification using canopy gaps and a combination of forest canopy and 
canopy gaps can be seen in Table 4-5. Species classification using canopy gap features for 
compartment C19b and F3a yielded OOB errors ranging from 21.43 to 7.89. Test accuracies 
ranged from 77.78% to 90.91%, with KHAT values from 0.54 to 0.81. The results for species 
discrimination using compartments C19b and F3a show that, using a combination of intensity and 
texture features yielded the lowest OOB error (7.89) and highest test accuracy (OA = 90.91% and 
KHAT = 0.81). However, using intensity features exclusively yielded the highest OOB error 
(21.43) and lowest test accuracy (OA = 77.78% and KHAT = 0.54). Similarly, for compartment 
C19b and compartment F1, using both intensity and texture features yielded improved species 
discrimination results, with a OOB error of 8.89 and test accuracy of 86.67% (KHAT = 0.73). 
Species classification using compartments C8 and F1 yielded OOB errors ranging from 38.1 to 
28.57. Test accuracies and KHAT values ranged from 61.11% to 66.67% and 0.22 to 0.33, 
respectively. For these compartments, using intensity features alone yielded improved results, with 
a OOB error of 28.57 and test accuracy of 66.67% (KHAT = 0.33). In contrast, using texture 
yielded the highest OOB error (38.1) lowest test accuracies (OA = 61.11 and KHAT = 0.22). 
Similar to compartments C8 and F1, compartments C8 and F3a also yielded improved results using 
intensity features, with a OOB error of 17.95. Additionally, classification test accuracy and KHAT 
values using intensity were 80.95% and 0.61, respectively.  
An evaluation of the results for species classification using forest canopy and canopy gaps for 
compartments C19b and F3a obtained OOB errors ranging from 19.1 to 3.66. Test accuracies 
ranged from 80.65% to 94.74%, with KHAT values ranging from 0.61 to 0.88. For these 
compartments, using a combination of intensity and texture features for species classification 
obtained the lowest OOB error (3.66) and highest test accuracies (OA = 94.74% and KHAT = 
0.88). Similarly, for compartments C19b and F1, using a combination of intensity and texture 
features yielded improved results. The OOB error of the combined features was 8.14. Test 
accuracy was 91.18%, and KHAT was 0.82 using intensity and texture features.  
Compartments C8 and F1 yielded OOB errors varying from 30.68 to 26.19. Test accuracies ranged 
from 65.62% to 72.22%, with KHAT values ranging from 0.31 to 0.45. In contrast to compartment 
C19b and F3a, compartment C8 and F1 obtained improved results using intensity features. The 
OOB error using intensity was 26.19. Test accuracy and KHAT using intensity was 72.22% and 
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0.45, respectively. Compartments C8 and F3a also obtained improved species discrimination 
results using intensity information within both canopy gaps and forest canopy. A OOB error of 
13.64 was obtained, whereas test accuracy and KHAT were 84.38% and 0.69, respectively. 
The mean trees/ha and stumps/ha for each compartment were obtained using enumerated plot data 
and can be seen in Table 4-6. From the data in Table 4-6, it is apparent that compartments C8 and 
F1 have a larger difference in mean trees/ha (24) and mean stumps/ha (324) compared with 
compartments C19b and F3a (difference in mean trees/ha = 16 and mean stumps/ha = 110). This 
indicates that compartments C8 and F1 have a larger variation in mean trees/ha and mean 
stumps/ha. The results suggest that compartments with an increased variation in mean trees/ha and 
mean stumps/ha (i.e. compartments C8 and F1) yield improved classification results using 
intensity features.  
 
Table 4-6 Mean tree height, mean trees/ha, and mean stumps/ha of each compartment. 
 
Variables C19b F1  C8  F3a  
Mean tree height (m) 10.08 21.92 15.95 21.05 
Mean trees/ha 1546 1467 1491 1562 
Mean stumps/ha 1444 1402 1078 1554 
Similar to compartments C8 and F1, compartments C8 and F3a also yielded improved species 
classification results using intensity features. Although a smaller difference in mean trees/ha (71) 
for these compartments can be seen compared with compartments C19b and F1 (mean trees/ha = 
79), this minor difference is offset by a significantly larger difference in mean stumps/ha (476) 
(mean stumps/ha for compartments C19b and F1 = 42).  
4.3.2 The influence of varying ages for discriminating E. grandis and E. dunnii  
The results of this study show that species classification using RF and LiDAR intensity features 
and texture features can be used to obtain efficient Eucalyptus species classification results. 
However, using a combination of intensity and texture features yields improved results, 
specifically for compartments with an increased age difference (i.e. compartments C19b and F3a 
and compartments C19b and F1). For example, using a combination of forest canopy and canopy 
gaps and intensity and texture features, compartments C19b and F3a obtained a test accuracy of 
94.74% (age = 1.9 years), whereas compartments C8 and F1 obtained a test accuracy of 71.79% 
(age = 0.43 years). The results suggest compartments with an age difference of more than one year 
(i.e. compartments C19b and F1 and compartments C19b and F3a) yield more efficient results 
using a combination of intensity and texture features, whereas compartments with an age 
difference of less than one year (i.e. compartments C8 and F1 and compartments C8 and F3a) yield 
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improved results using intensity features alone. 
Furthermore, compartments with an age difference of more than one year obtained improved 
results using texture features compared with intensity features. For these compartments, 
differences in tree characteristics such as tree height (Table 4-6) caused by increased age 
differences result in varying textures (Kayitakire et al. 2006). Therefore, yielding improved species 
discrimination using texture information. Similarly, using canopy gaps for compartments with an 
increased age difference obtained improved species classification results using texture features. 
Younger compartments (i.e. C19b) generally have bare canopy gaps, whereas older compartments 
(i.e. F1 and F3a) have sparse or dense vegetation (such as sprouts or shrubs) within canopy gaps. 
This results in varying textures and improved species discrimination using texture. Additionally, 
during field visits, it was confirmed that significant height differences of forest canopy and 
vegetation within canopy gaps occur between varying species ages. 
4.4 DISCUSSION 
This study evaluated the potential to discriminate Eucalyptus species within a commercial 
plantation using LiDAR intensity and texture features. Specifically, a random forest (RF) classifier 
was used to classify two Eucalyptus species, i.e. E. grandis and E. dunnii. Additionally, an 
assessment was undertaken to classify species using intensity and texture information contained 
within canopy gaps as well as information contained within both forest canopy and canopy gaps. 
4.4.1 Species classification using canopy gaps  
Forest species classification has traditionally been undertaken using ground-based methods and 
aerial imagery (Donoghue et al. 2007; Dalponte et al. 2008; Puttonen et al. 2010). However, more 
accurate and precise forest species information is invaluable for commercial forestry as well as 
conservation sectors (Moffiet et al. 2005; Puttonen et al. 2010). Recent literature has reported 
sufficient accuracies for forest species discrimination using LiDAR data, specifically using 
information from forest canopy (Ørka et al. 2009; Vauhkonen et al. 2009; Korpela et al. 2010; 
Vaughn et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2014; Cao et al. 2016). This study sought to accurately classify E. 
grandis and E. dunnii using LiDAR intensity and texture information contained within canopy 
gaps. Additionally, intensity and texture information from both forest canopy and canopy gaps 
was also evaluated for species discrimination. 
Forest species discrimination using RF and a combination of LiDAR intensity, texture features 
and canopy gaps obtained a OOB error of 7.89 and test accuracy of 90.91% (KHAT = 0.81). 
Korpela et al. (2010), Yu et al. (2014) and Cao et al. (2016) also utilized a RF algorithm and 
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LiDAR data for species discrimination. However, all three studies used forest canopy information 
for classification. By utilizing canopy gaps, the results of this study compare favourably with the 
results obtained by Korpela et al. (2010), who used various intensity features for classification. 
The authors obtained an OA and KHAT of 90.8% and 0.84, respectively. Yu et al. (2014) obtained 
an OA of 62.1% using discrete LiDAR features for species classification. However, using a 
combination of full-waveform and discrete LiDAR features for classification, the authors obtained 
an OA of 73.4%. In this study using discrete LiDAR and a combination of intensity and texture 
features derived from canopy gaps obtained an OA of 90.91% for classification. The method used 
in this study yielded significant improvement on the results obtained by Cao et al. (2016). The 
authors obtained an OA of 75.8% and KHAT of 0.68 discriminating Masson pine, Chinese fir, 
Slash pines, Sawtooth oak, Sweet gum, and Chinese holly using full-waveform LiDAR features. 
In this study, utilizing a combination of intensity and texture features and both forest canopy and 
canopy gaps obtained improved results compared with only utilizing intensity and texture 
information contained within canopy gaps. Intensity and texture information extracted from both 
forest canopy and canopy gaps obtained a OOB error of 3.66 and test accuracy of 94.74% (KHAT 
= 0.88) for classifying E. grandis and E. dunnii. These results indicate an improvement on the 
results obtained by Korpela et al. (2010) (OA = 90.8% and KHAT = 0.84). Furthermore, the results 
using a combination of forest canopy and canopy gaps show significant improvement on the results 
obtained by Cao et al. (2016) (OA = 75.8% and KHAT = 0.68). 
The findings of this study suggest that using both intensity and texture features derived from one 
discrete LiDAR dataset has the capability to obtain accurate species classification results. 
Specifically, using intensity and texture information extracted from both forest canopy and canopy 
gaps. 
4.4.2 An operational framework for species discrimination 
Forest species classification using passive sensors has been well documented throughout literature. 
Although very high spatial resolution passive sensors have the ability to yield improved species 
classification results compared with low-medium spatial resolution passive sensors, the similarity 
of species spectral information is still problematic (Lucas et al. 2008; Ke et al. 2010; Adelabu and 
Dube 2015; Cho et al. 2015; Hill et al. 2010; Korpela et al. 2010). LiDAR overcomes this setback 
by providing accurate three-dimensional tree canopy information shown to yield promising species 
classification results (Kim et al. 2009b; Vauhkonen et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2011a).   
The RF classifier has been documented to yield accurate forest species discrimination results and 
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often outperform other ensemble classifiers. LiDAR, in combination with RF, is particularly useful 
for forest species classification as shown in literature (Korpela et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2014; Adelabu 
and Dube 2015; Cao et al. 2016). 
This study has showed that using the RF classifier and LiDAR intensity and texture information 
contained within forest canopy and canopy gaps can accurately discriminate forest species. An 
inherent limitation of this study is that canopy gaps were most prevalent within E. grandis and E. 
dunnii. The omission of a large quantity of canopy gaps within E. smithii limited the study to a 
binary classification. Additionally, the number of canopy gaps was also limited in compartment 
C8, thereby resulting in a smaller number of canopy gap polygons to use for information extraction 
for all compartments. Future studies should, therefore, investigate species discrimination within 
commercial plantations with an increased occurrence of canopy gaps, if possible. The commission 
of forest canopy polygons increased the total number of polygons utilized for LiDAR intensity and 
texture feature extraction and subsequently yielded improved E. grandis and E. dunnii 
classification results. However, the methodology presented may be improved by the addition of 
more features (such as spectral) and potentially yield improved species classification results.  
The results of this study obtained accurate species classification results, particularly when using a 
combination of intensity and texture information within forest canopy and canopy gaps. Therefore, 
this methodology can potentially be operationalised within commercial forestry (i.e. to develop 
growth and yield models or to produce woodpuld and paper products) as well as within 
conservation sectors (i.e. for effective management of forest communities). 
4.5 CONCLUSION  
The overarching aim of this study was to discriminate E. grandis and E. dunnii within a 
commercial plantation using RF and LiDAR-derived intensity and texture features. Specifically, 
LiDAR intensity and texture features were extracted from canopy gaps for species discrimination. 
Additionally, the utility of information contained within both forest canopy and canopy gaps for 
species discrimination was also assessed.  To the best of the knowledge of the author, the 
methodology used in this study is probably the first of its kind within a South African context and 
presents promising results, specifically when using a combination of the RF classifier and LiDAR 
intensity and texture information extracted from both forest canopy and canopy gaps. Therefore, 
this methodology is viable for operationalization in a commercial plantation. 
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CHAPTER 5:  SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the overarching aim and objectives will be revisited and the scientific merits of the 
methodology will also be discussed. Furthermore, strengths, weaknesses and limitations of the 
methodology will be presented, followed by assumptions made and gaps identified in the study. 
The applicability of the techniques to other domains was investigated as well as the operational 
potential of the developed framework. Subsequently, recommendations for future research will be 
made, followed by a brief overview of data availability and accessibility.  This chapter will be 
concluded with final concluding remarks.  
5.1 THE AIM, OBJECTIVES, AND SCIENTIFIC MERITS THE RESEARCH 
The overarching aim of the research was to investigate the utility of LiDAR for modelling forest 
canopy gaps and use the delineated canopy gaps for species modelling within a commercial 
plantation. The research entailed two main objectives addressed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, 
respectively. The first objective (chapter 3) was to detect and delineate forest canopy gaps using a 
canopy height model (CHM) and intensity raster within an object-based image analysis (OBIA) 
environment. Additionally, spatial analysis of canopy gaps was undertaken using Getis-Ord Gi* 
and FRAGSTATS. The second objective (chapter 4) was to discriminate Eucalyptus grandis and 
Eucalyptus dunnii using a random forest (RF) classifier and LiDAR-derived intensity and texture 
features. The utility of using canopy gaps and forest canopy for species classification was also 
assessed.  
The methodology adopted for objectives 1 and 2 of this study yielded promising results. The 
second objective of this research also yielded promising species classification results using 
information contained within canopy gaps and using a combination of forest canopy and canopy 
gaps. The majority of literature utilized forest canopy information for species classification. 
Therefore, the work presented in Chapter 4 also presents novelty, particularly within South Africa. 
Additionally, the developed framework displayed robustness within a forestry plantation and the 
efficiency of the results may be of interest to forest managers and fellow researchers.  
5.2 LIDAR FOR CANOPY GAP DELINEATION AND DETECTION AND SPECIES 
DISCRIMINATION USING DELINEATED CANOPY GAPS 
In Chapter 3, the importance of canopy gaps was discussed, and various ways in which previous 
studies have undertaken canopy gap modelling were also presented. A novel approach using a 
LiDAR-derived CHM, an intensity raster, and a combination of the CHM and intensity raster were 
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also used to model canopy gaps within a E. grandis plantation. Using OBIA, canopy gaps were 
differentiated from forest canopy using multiresolution segmentation (MRS) and a rule-based 
classification. Furthermore, canopy gaps were spatially analysed using Getis-Ord Gi* and 
FRAGSTATS.  
To detect and differentiate canopy gaps from surrounding forest canopy, MRS was undertaken 
using a scale factor of 5. Thereafter, a rule-based approach was utilized to model canopy gaps. The 
classification model was assessed using two methods i.e. thematic accuracy and comparative area-
based assessment. In addition to undertaking canopy gap classification using the CHM and 
intensity raster independently, a combined dataset (i.e. CHM and intensity) was also evaluated. To 
assess the robustness of the methodology, this approach was tested on a second E. grandis 
compartment of a similar age.  
The second objective was to undertake spatial analysis of canopy gaps. This analysis was 
undertaken on a block level using Getis-Ord Gi* and FRAGSTATS. Specifically, Getis-Ord Gi* 
was used to assess the spatial clustering of canopy gaps within block E, block F, as well as a 
combination of block E and F. Additionally, spatial characterisation of canopy gaps was assessed 
using four FRAGSTATS metrics. These include parentage of landscape (PLAND), patch density 
(PD), landscape shape index (LSI) and shape index.  
In Chapter 4, various intensity and texture features were derived to discriminate Eucalyptus 
grandis and Eucalyptus dunnii in the commercial plantation. Firstly, various LiDAR intensity and 
texture features were generated. Subsequently, species were discriminated using a RF algorithm 
and LiDAR-derived intensity and texture information within canopy gaps. Additionally, the RF 
algorithm and LiDAR-derived intensity and texture information were extracted from both forest 
canopy and canopy gaps. The usefulness of LiDAR intensity and texture features for species 
discrimination was assessed independently as well as utilizing a combination of intensity and 
texture for classification.  
Four compartments (two E. grandis compartments and two E. dunnii compartments) of varying 
ages were included in the analysis. Different compartment combinations were utilized to evaluate 
the influence of varying species ages on the output. Classification results were assessed using OOB 
error and test accuracies i.e. overall accuracy and KHAT.  
The results obtained in the first objective, particularly using a combination of a LiDAR CHM and 
intensity raster, acquired promising results for canopy gap modelling. The second objective also 
showed promising results using LiDAR intensity and texture information within canopy gaps. 
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However, using a combination of canopy gaps and forest canopy yielded improved species 
discrimination results. The results of the methodology show that using LiDAR data is an efficient 
approach to model canopy gaps and to undertake species discrimination using delineated canopy 
gaps. 
5.3 STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, AND LIMITATIONS OF TECHNIQUES 
In Chapter 3, using the LiDAR-derived CHM and intensity raster independently for canopy gap 
classification obtained sufficient accuracies. Limitations of this methodology include the restricted 
amount of canopy gaps within the study area. Furthermore, utilizing the intensity raster for 
delineating canopy gaps often confuses forest canopy with canopy gaps in cases where canopy 
gaps were vegetated. Similarly, the presence of small waterbodies within canopy gaps was detected 
as forest canopy by the classifier using the intensity raster. However, utilizing a combination of 
the CHM and intensity raster overcame these limitations. By utilizing the combined dataset, 
promising canopy gap mapping results were yielded. 
The term, canopy gap is a key concept within both components of this research i.e. Chapters 3 and 
4. Therefore, similar to Chapter 3, the quantity of canopy gaps was also a limitation within Chapter 
4. Most canopy gaps occurred within E. grandis and E. dunnii compartments, which constrained 
the analysis to a binary classification. Furthermore, compartment C8 contained the least amount 
of canopy gaps, which resulted in 30 canopy gaps to be utilized for all compartments for 
consistency. Despite these limitations, the results of the methodology proved to be promising when 
using canopy gaps for species discrimination. The addition of forest canopy polygons resulted in 
an increased sample for species discrimination using both forest canopy and canopy gaps. This 
larger sample obtained improved classification results compared with only using canopy gaps for 
species discrimination.  
5.4 ASSUMPTIONS MADE AND GAPS IN THE STUDY 
In this study, it was assumed that all trees within a compartment have the same height and similar 
textures. Additionally, it was assumed that the distribution of LiDAR points was uniform across 
the study area. 
Both components of this research focused on using LiDAR data. A useful addition to this research 
would be aerial or multispectral imagery. For Chapter 3, the LiDAR-derived CHM and intensity 
raster could be compared with canopy gap delineation using multispectral data. The additional 
dataset could also be combined with the CHM and intensity raster to yield a combined dataset 
containing elevation, intensity and spectral information. The additional spectral information would 
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be beneficial to discriminate forest canopy from canopy gaps, particularly in cases with 
waterbodies. 
Similarly, for Chapter 4, the additional aerial or multispectral imagery would be beneficial. The 
LiDAR-based approach used could also be evaluated against a spectral species discrimination 
approach in the plantation. Using the spectral information combined with the existing intensity 
and texture features could be combined to form a larger dataset for species classification. A feature 
selection algorithm could also be undertaken using this larger dataset to identify a subset of 
features to best discriminate forest species.  
5.5 APPLICATION OF TECHNIQUES TO OTHER DOMAINS 
The methodology presented in this research was applied to a commercial plantation. The 
methodology could potentially be applied within natural forests to detect and delineated canopy 
gaps. Additionally, this research can be employed in various other domains. Some of these include, 
detection of forest roads, where forest CHM information could potentially detect height differences 
between forest canopy and neighbouring roads. Furthermore, the results of Chapter 3 suggest that 
tree height assessment and tree crown delineation could also potentially be undertaken using an 
intensity raster and CHM. 
The results of chapter 4, suggest that the techniques employed could potentially be applied to other 
domains such as crop type identification and differentiation, and urban land use identification. For 
example, the results of Chapter 4 suggest that using a combination of RF and LiDAR intensity and 
texture features could potentially differentiate different crop types, where the intra tree crown 
analysis of Li et al (2013a) may be applied to investigate intra crop type gaps. Additionally, urban 
classes such as buildings and open spaces could potentially be discriminated using intensity 
features, where varying intensity values between buildings and open spaces occur (Yan et al. 
2015).   
5.6 OPERATIONAL POTENTIAL OF DEVELOPED FRAMEWORK 
Literature has reported the importance of canopy gap modelling and species discrimination within 
both conservation and commercial sectors, see for example Schliemann and Bockheim (2011), 
Muscolo et al. (2014), Wilson et al. (2012), and Immitzer et al. (2012). Varying accuracies for 
both canopy gap and species mapping have also been found using LiDAR data. The work 
presented in both components of this research showed novelty and robustness within a South 
African commercial plantation. The results achieved with the methodology often outperformed 
similar studies. Therefore, the methodology presented would be viable to be operationalised within 
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commercial forestry to assist in forest disturbance detection and forest species discrimination. 
5.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH, DATA AVAILABILITY 
AND ACCESSIBILITY 
Future studies should investigate canopy gap modelling using a combination of multispectral 
imagery and LiDAR data within South African plantations. The addition of spectral information 
would be valuable in discriminating canopy gaps from surrounding forests, whereas LiDAR data 
would assist in eliminating the effect of shadows seen on multispectral imagery. The presence of 
a waterbody could also be mapped and masked using the presented approach.  
Smaller canopy gaps in this study (i.e. less than 60m2) were excluded in the analysis. Future studies 
should consider using these smaller studies. However, a clear distinction between inter-tree crown 
gaps and canopy gaps should be defined. Canopy gaps can also be further differentiated into 
naturally and harvest created canopy gaps and included in the classification.  
Future studies should also investigate the addition of spectral information to the framework 
presented in Chapter 4. Additional features have the capability to obtain improved results 
compared with the results of Chapter 4. However, when using such a large dataset, the “curse of 
dimensionality” should be investigated.  
The availability of remote sensing data is important for continuous and improved research, 
particularly for forestry research. Remote sensing data are becoming increasingly more available. 
Remote sensing data, such as SPOT and Landsat imagery can be requested from online data 
vendors at affordable prices, and some data vendors provide data freely. The price of LiDAR data 
is also decreasing. 
5.8 CONCLUSIONS  
Canopy gaps have conservation importance as these provide an opportunity for enhanced canopy 
growth by providing increased light availability, soil moisture, and nutrient availability (Negrón-
Juárez et al. 2011; Muscolo et al. 2014). Within commercial plantations, canopy gaps could 
indicate where plant disease may occur within forest canopy. Forest managers would, therefore, 
benefit from accurate and timely canopy gap delineating techniques. 
Accurate forest species classification is imperative for precise timber volume estimation for 
commercial forestry (Dalponte et al. 2008; Ko et al. 2013). In South Africa, Eucalyptus species 
are utilized for pulp and timber production (DAFF 2012). Accurate classification of these species 
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would be beneficial to the South African commercial forestry sector. 
This study has shown that by using LiDAR data, canopy gaps can be accurately detected and 
delineate. Furthermore, using LiDAR intensity and texture features and the delineated canopy gaps 
and forest canopy information also yields accurate species classification results. Therefore, the 
objectives set out in this research were achieved.  
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